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Annual Report for FY2005 (1 November 2004 – 31 October 2005)
EAR-031760 Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities

1.0 Executive Summary

UNAVCO provides community-based planning and management of activities benefiting
geodesists and other geophysicists in the solid Earth research community. The UNAVCO
consortium of universities and non-profit institutions has grown to 60 members and associate
members. Activities under the direction of UNAVCO include field equipment, engineering, and
data support to Principal Investigators, scientific/engineering meetings and workshops, working
groups and various educational audiences. UNAVCO is also part of the team constructing
EarthScope, a major solid Earth science initiative of the National Science Foundation.

The UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, Colorado, is the primary operational arm of UNAVCO. The
UNAVCO Facility exists to support university and other research investigators in their use of
GPS technology for Earth sciences research. The Facility performs this task by providing state-
of-the-art GPS equipment and field engineering support for projects, by installing, operating and
maintaining continuous GPS networks globally, by undertaking new technology development
and evaluating commercially available products for research applications, by archiving GPS data
and data products for future applications, and by contributing educational and outreach activities
to our community.

The UNAVCO Facility through this Cooperative Agreement and other funding sources supports
these NSF- and NASA-funded efforts. Investigators individually, or in large collaborative
projects such as the Collaborative PBO Nucleus or even larger, multi-disciplinary, multi-agency
EarthScope MREFC, are studying Earthquake processes, mantle properties, active magmatic
systems, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic
adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics, global change, and polar processes. These
investigations are described in proposals found at:
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.html.

In total, the UNAVCO research Community is engaged in an unprecedented, high level of GPS-
supported science. New receivers are lower in cost, require less power, and have higher memory
capacity allowing investigators to deploy instruments in larger numbers, for longer periods of
time, and with higher rates of data acquisition in order to capture in greater spatial and temporal
detail movements of the earth's surface.

Facility Standing Committee.  In addition to feedback provided through project support, annual
meetings and scientific meetings, UNAVCO activities are advised by  committees populated with
members of the UNAVCO community. Community feedback and interaction is an essential
component of any facility. To help with this process, the UNAVCO Board of Directors formed a
new UNAVCO Facility Standing Committee that met at UNAVCO in Boulder 15 February 2005.
The committee consists of Tim Dixon, Chair, U. of Miami; Simon McClusky, MIT; Carol
Raymond, JPL; Jeanne Sauber, NASA Goddard; Glen Mattiolli, U. of Arkansas; Tim Ahern,
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IRIS; and UNAVCO Board Liaison: Kristine Larson, U. of Colorado, Boulder. During the site
visit and with subsequent discussions, UNAVCO staff and the Standing Committee outlined
short and long term concerns and started the process of prioritizing them. The Committee
considered the issues and delivered a preliminary report to the Board in June. There are also
UNAVCO Standing Committees for Education and Outreach and for PBO.

Along with annual reports, UNAVCO provides quarterly interim reports to NSF and the
Community (archived at http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html  )  . These
reports include detailed monthly reports of Facility activities. This report summarizes the
UNAVCO's Community and Facility activities and findings for FY2005.

2.0 UNAVCO Support of PI Science Investigations
The UNAVCO Facility is organized into the Engineering Group, Equipment Group, and Data
Groups. While functionally distinct, these three groups conduct their work collaboratively and
with a strong sense of team effort and a spirit of cooperation and support to the Community. The
Engineering Group is itself organized with a project management structure in recognition of the
need to put additional focus on larger projects. The Engineering Group provides comprehensive
permanent and campaign project support including planning and budgets, installation, operations,
training, technical support, field engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and
development. The Equipment Group maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool
receivers that are loaned to projects. The group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent
station equipment including the new PBO permanent station and campaign systems. The Data
Group handles data management and archiving tasks and manages a large and diverse
assemblage of data handling, data storage and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems.
Facility Operations and Infrastructure staff provide a host of information technology resources
including computer systems administration, web, application, administrative, and database
support.

Permanent station support is the largest component of UNAVCO  project support. The
UNAVCO Facility is currently responsible for helping some or all aspects of installation,
monitoring, maintenance, technical, and archive support to 755 GPS stations in support of 32
discrete projects under multiple sponsors (Appendix A). The Facility’s role in support of the
various aspects of a project is described in Figure 1. The degree of support depends on what
other resources are available to the project. For for example, for individual PIs the support can be
quite comprehensive. However for large projects such as EarthScope, UNAVCO PBO has
substantial resources and the Facility role is directed toward engineering support upon request,
equipment testing and handling, and archiving.
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Figure 1. Typical phases of a GPS project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility. 

The implementation of a GPS project is collaborative involving the Principal Investigators (PIs)
and Facility staff and the various phases are depicted in a general fashion in Figure 1. The
process can involve:
1) Technical planning and budget development for proposals. PIs are encouraged to contact

UNAVCO as early in the proposal development process as possible so that staff can help PIs
develop technically feasible and fiscally efficient plans for acquiring their desired GPS
measurements.

2) Pre-deployment Planning, Preparation and Training. A detailed project implementation plan
is developed that assures both that current technical, logistical, financial, safety and other best
practices are considered and followed and that appropriate Facility resources for development
and implementation are allocated. This is a highly interactive process with the PIs to ensure
science goals are met and PI expertise is utilized.

3) GPS Data Collection and Network Operation and Maintenance. Staff are available to support
the deployment phase of projects either by accompanying and supporting the PI in the field or
by providing technical support and consultation remotely.

4) Data Pre-processing. Data from campaign, semi-permanent, or permanent occupations are
reformatted, verified for quality, and distributed to users.

5) Data Processing and Scientific Analysis. Though UNAVCO helps facilitate PI collaborations
and Community support for data processing training, PIs independently process, analyze and
interpret their own data. Questions can arise about problematic data, however, and Facility
staff are often called upon for technical consultation.

6) Archiving of Data and Science Products. All GPS data collected under NSF-EAR funded
programs are required to be submitted to the UNAVCO archive for long-term storage and
availability. The Facility archives both continuous data flow from permanent stations and
campaign data collections. Access to various data sets is provided by online systems. GPS
velocity and strain result archives are also supported.
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2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support 
Increased availability of low power, high memory GPS receivers at relatively low cost have
enabled projects to operate in longer-term, unattended occupation modes and in ever-greater
numbers.  As a result, permanent station network support continues to increase and campaign
deployments have involved larger numbers of receivers. Summarized below is the engineering
and equipment support given to Individual Principal Investigator (PI) projects, EarthScope/PBO,
NASA and Polar, and other Community projects.

Individual NSF-EAR peer-reviewed research projects
PI projects continue to be a key component of UNAVCO activities. In FY2005, 55 projects (35
funded, 20 proposed) were supported by the UNAVCO Facility, ranging from project design and
budgets for proposals to full field deployments and network operations support. These include
both campaign and permanent station projects at diverse locations around the world. Support
spans a range of possibilities shown in Figure 1. The RETREAT Project in Northern Italy and
Croatia is and example of a project that received a full complement of UNAVCO support (Figure
2). UNAVCO prepared and shipped portable pool campaign and semi-permanent GPS equipment
to Italy, trained PI collaborators in the field, participated in initial phase of the experiment,
identified and resolved technical issues in the field, and submitted data to the archive. The
Mauna Loa experiment involved rapid deployment of continuous stations in response to recent
increased activity on the volcano. UNAVCO staff were involved in network design, installation,
new IP-based telemetry, and data management. Utilizing Facility and PI resources, eleven
systems were deployed only months after the project was funded and data were made available
from UNAVCO immediately after installation. Other projects recently supported include volcano
studies such as the Galapagos network, emergency earthquake response to the Parkfield 2004
earthquake, tectonics studies in the Basin and Range, central U.S., Mexico, Alaska, eastern
Mediterranean, Spain, and the south Pacific. A summary listing of projects supported in 2005 is
included in Table 1.

   

Figure 2. Examples of UNAVCO Facility PI support. (left) The OSU Airborne Laser Swath Mapping
experiment on the San Andreas Fault. Seventeen UNAVCO pool receivers were used to provide ground
control. (center) Semi-continuous site Massa castle, north of Pisa, Italy, occupied in 2005 as part of the
University of Arizona’s RETREAT project. (right). James Foster, U. of Hawaii, installing a new GPS site on
Mauna Loa. UNAVCO provided equipment and field support to the project.
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Table 1. UNAVCO-supported Individual PI Projects

Project Name or Location Principal Investigator Support Provided
NSF EAR Campaign Projects
Highbourne Cay Bahamas R. Pamela Reid Equipment and field support
Mississippi Delta Torbjörn Törnqvist Equipment and field support
RETREAT I Rick Bennett Equipment and field support
RETREAT II Rick Bennett Equipment and field support
Parkfield Emergency Response II Chuck DeMets Equipment and technical support
Northwestern US Robert McCaffrey Equipment and technical support
CANAPE 2005 Eric Calais Equipment and technical support
Greece/Aegean Robert Reilinger Equipment and technical support
Hydrological Linkages Brian McGlynn Equipment and technical support
Parkfield Emergency Response I Chuck DeMets Equipment and technical support
Pico del Aguila D. Anastasio Equipment and technical support
Plum Island Charles Hopkinson Equipment and technical support
San Andreas Fault LIDAR Mike Bevis Equipment and field support
Saudi Arabia Robert Reilinger Equipment and technical support
NSF EAR Permanent Network Projects
Mauna Loa Benjamin A. Brooks Equipment and field support
BARGEN Brian Wernicke Equipment and field support
Costa Rica Tim Dixon Equipment and field support
Andaman Islands Robert Smalley Equipment and technical support
Bangladesh Michael Steckler Equipment and technical support
Central Asia Oivind Ruud Equipment and technical support
Cotopaxi Tim Dixon Equipment and technical support
Greece Robert Reilinger Equipment and technical support
Istria Peninsula Rick Bennett Equipment and technical support
Jalisco, Mexico Chuck Demets Equipment and technical support
Northern Mexico Rick Bennett Equipment and technical support
Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck Demets Equipment and technical support
PANGA Tim Melbourne Equipment and technical support
Sierra Negra Volcano Dennis Geist Equipment and technical support
Denali Earthquake High-Rate Study Kristine Larson Technical support
Guerrero, Mexico Kristine Larson Technical support
Mid-America Permanent Network Robert Smalley Technical support
Parkfield Earthquake High-Rate Study Kristine Larson Technical support
San Simeon Earthquake High-Rate Study Kristine Larson Technical support
Equipment Testing and Development
Pseudorange Calibration Experiment Kristine M. Larson Equipment and technical support
NetRS Temp Cycle Testing Multiple Internal testing
PBO Antenna Rotation Testing Multiple Internal testing
Proposal Planning and Budgeting Support
Support provided for twenty new EAR proposals Multiple Technical support and budgeting
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NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support

Although the PBO division of UNAVCO has the primary responsibility to manage and
implement the PBO Project, the UNAVCO Facility provides support for many aspects of the
EarthScope project, including helping to implement the PBO Network, supporting the
EarthScope campaigns, managing the Nucleus project and coordinating GeoEarthScope
activities. A summary of support provided to EarthScope by the UNAVCO Facility in FY2005 is
included in Table 2. 

Table 2. UNAVCO support to EarthScope and related projects.
Project Name or Location Principal Investigator Support Provided

PBO Permanent Network

PBO Mt. St. Helens Aug/Sept 2004 Mike Jackson
Equipment and technical
support

PBO - SoCal Support - April 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Akutan Volcano 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Northern Caliifornia March 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Northern California August 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Northern California Recon 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Pacific Northwest Installations Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Pacific Northwest May 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Rocky Mtn. Recon. I Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Rock yMtn. Recon. II Mike Jackson Field Support
PBO Southern California July 2005 Mike Jackson Field Support

PBO/US Seismic Array 2005 John Derr
Equipment and technical
support

Nucleus and Existing Networks Will Prescott
Project Coordination and
Field Support

Geo-Earthscope Will Prescott Project Coordination

PBO Campaigns
Cascadia Slow Earthquake 2005 Daniel Johnson Equipment and field support

PBO MAGNET Jim Faulds
Equipment and technical
support

Equipment Testing and Development
NetRS Temp Cycle Testing Mike Jackson Internal testing
PBO Antenna Rotation Testing Mike Jackson Internal testing
PBO NetRS Firmware Testing Mike Jackson Internal testing
PBO Zephyr Antenna Mount 2005 Mike Jackson Internal testing
Campaign System Acceptance Testing Mike Jackson Internal testing

Campaign System Packaging Mike Jackson
Equipment and technical
support

Campaign System Evaluation Michael Bevis
Equipment and technical
support

Campaign System Evaluation Simon McClusky
Equipment and technical
support
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PBO Permanent Network Support. The Facility participates in the PBO project by supporting
receiver and equipment testing, site reconnaissance (Figure 3) and installation (Figure 4). In
FY2005, the Facility had 11 separate PBO requests for station reconnaissance and installation.
The Facility also continued providing technical and equipment support for GPS stations being
co-located by IRIS at USArray stations in the Eastern US.

Significant effort was devoted to acceptance testing and commissioning of new equipment in
2005, including unanticipated rotation testing of 49 choke ring antennas that were suspected to
have manufacturing defects that caused phase center locations to vary out of specification,
multiple NetRS firmware version testing, and significant testing and troubleshooting of
temperature related receiver failures. 

Figure 3. Site reconnaissance is one of the challenging tasks for PBO. Facility staff participate in PBO
reconnaissance when time is available. Panoramic photo by Facility Engineer Jay Sklar.

   
Figure 4. Facility Sr. Technician Warren Gallaher participated in the 2005 installation of PBO permanent
stations on Akutan Volcano, Alaska. 

EarthScope Campaigns. The Facility supports the EarthScope portable campaign GPS receiver
pool, providing equipment support, PI support and training, field deployment, and data archiving.
Having conducted the testing and selection of the Topcon GB-1000 as the basis for the pool, the
Facility designed a fully self-contained system kit which includes solar power for longer term
deployments.  To date, 50 systems have been purchased and assembled, with 50 more scheduled
for purchase in FY2006, with the final configuration of the systems having been completed in
July of this year. Significant coordination with Topcon to improve GB-1000 functionality and
performance was conducted during the year. Two funded projects were supported by the Facility
using this equipment pool during 2005, as well as the support of PBO site reconnaissance and
community evaluations of the systems.  Two other community projects funded by other agencies
were also supported with the Earthscope campaign pool. A highlight is the NSF-EarthScope
funded 30-system deployment in the Olympic peninsula of Washington (Figure 5), which is
currently measuring the latest “Episodic Tremor and Slip” event in the Cascadia subduction zone
(see: http://www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/highlights/2005/cascadia.html  )  .
UNAVCO Facility personnel were and continue to be involved in all aspects of the project.
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Figure 5. PBO Campaign project to capture aseismic slip in the Cascades. Thirty campaign systems were
brought to the Pacific Northwest by the UNAVCO team and were installed in locations such as Hurricane
Ridge in the Olympic Penninsula (left and center) and Clallam Bay, Oregon (right).

PBO Nucleus Project. The Facility also manages the EarthScope Nucleus project that will
transition 209 continuous GPS stations from independent, region-specific operations to
streamlined "PBO style" operations and complete integration into PBO by October 2008 (Figure
6).  A continuation of the NSF-EAR funded “Support for Western U.S. Existing Networks”, the
PBO Nucleus proposal was successfully submitted by UNAVCO on behalf of the community to
the EarthScope science panel in August, 2004.  The 209 station network is comprised of a
strategically selected subset of the six networks, AKDA formerly operated by the University of
Alaska, BARD by U.C. Berkeley, BARGEN by Caltech, EBRY by the University of Utah,
PANGA by Central Washington, and SCIGN by U.S.C.  The standardization and integration of
these networks into PBO will allow the effective time frame for PBO’s data analysis to span
backwards to 1991, when the earliest of the Nucleus stations were constructed. The 3.5 year,
$4.4M project is being carried out under the direction of the UNAVCO Facility by employees of
the Facility, PBO, and the original network operating institutions.  The scope of the project
includes station operations and maintenance, hardware upgrades, data flow monitoring,
archiving, and analysis, site permit renewals and transfers, and a significant education and
outreach component.  Work on the project is proceeding well, with approximately 25% of the
network having been upgraded to PBO standards to date. Data from all stations are archived at
the UNAVCO Facility and have been integrated into the PBO data analysis process. Up to date
project status information can be found on the Facility web site at the following URL:
http://www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/exnet/exnet.html

                                              

Figure 6. (left) Map of PBO Nucleus sites. Upgrading a PANGA station in southern Oregon (center) and
Basin and Range Network station in Nevada (right) to PBO specifications.
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GeoEarthScope Coordination. The Facility is providing engineering and project management
support to GeoEarthScope, which will provide aerial and satellite imagery and geochronology
that will examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales available from the PBO geodetic
instrumentation to improve understanding of the tectonic evolution of the North American
continent. Funded PI research currently involves InSAR and future science projects could include
airborne and ground-based Lidar and radiometric age dating. Increasingly, the UNAVCO
research community is using InSAR and Lidar to extend the spatial and temporal scales of
deformation measurements. GPS provides complementary data or geodetic control for
measurements. The UNAVCO Facility hosts a WInSAR archive and it supported a large-scale
NSF EAR-funded airborne Lidar experiment with GPS field engineering, training and
equipment. UNAVCO sees an expanding role for this type of support in the future and has
developed a position within the Facility Engineering Group to coordinate these activities and
develop a plan for integrating the GeoEarthScope products and capabilities into the PBO project.

NASA Global GPS Network Support

The UNAVCO Facility is a multi-agency with a significant portion of its funding from NASA
through the NSF Cooperative Agreement. The Facility, working in close cooperation with the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), provides hourly and daily monitoring, troubleshooting and
maintenance of 75 globally distributed permanent GPS stations (Figure 7) that comprise NASA’s
Global GPS Network (GGN). Agencies and institutions around the world, including many
International GPS Service (IGS) participants, use GGN data to produce highly accurate products
that are essential for Earth science research, geodetic reference frame determination, global plate
motions, precision timing, satellite orbit determination, navigation applications, multidisciplinary
science applications, and education. Products include GPS satellite ephemerides, Earth rotation
parameters,  tracking station coordinates and velocities, GPS satellite and tracking station clock
information, Zenith tropospheric path delay estimates and Global ionospheric maps. 

Forty-three GGN stations produce data at hourly intervals to support the generation of low-
latency products such as ionosphere activity maps. This represents approximately 28% of stations
that provide data on an hourly basis to the IGS. Twenty-eight of those provide high-rate (1 Hz)
near-real-time data streams that are used to produce global differential corrections, and to support
other navigation applications. All 75 GGN stations produce standard daily RINEX files that are
used in traditional products such as the IGS precise orbits. In FY2004, primary responsibility for
network monitoring and first-response troubleshooting was successfully transferred from JPL to
the UNAVCO Facility under the coordination of the NASA Project Manager in the Engineering
Group. This first response authority at UNAVCO has continued and solidified during FY2005.
Typically, over 100 trouble or maintenance issues are handled each month. Much of this work is
coordinated with the remote stations operators and is effective due to the strong relationships
established over the years by the Facility, JPL and NASA-funded PIs and international partners.
This high level of corporate knowledge extends to the whole of the Facility and means that
UNAVCO is capable of deploying nearly anywhere on the globe. The UNAVCO Facility also
maintains an operational back-up capability to retrieve and provide station data to the various
users in case of failure at JPL. Research and development is also an important part of the NASA
project and current work is focused on developing a global capability to measure the new GPS
L2C observable. Equipment has been purchased and a test installation established at the
UNAVCO field site near Marshall, CO. As new satellite systems such as Galileo become
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available, the GGN and IGS need to be at the forefront to ensure the infrastructure is there to use
these new observables and that any negative effects on products such as reference frames and
related science are minimized. 

Figure 7. NASA GGN and SENH stations supported by the UNAVCO Facility. 

NSF Office of Polar Programs Support

UNAVCO provides support for Antarctic and Arctic scientific applications of GPS to the NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP). A total of 40 separate PI projects were supported in Antarctica,
Alaska, Greenland, Iceland, and Russia. The research supported covers a wide range of
disciplines including glaciology, geophysics, geology, volcanology, and biology. Services
provided include pre-season planning, field support and training, data management and
archiving, post-season follow-up, and development work for supporting new applications (Figure
8 and Table 3).  An increased effort was initiated to better address support needs related to long-
term or permanent GPS stations in the Antarctic, with the target goal to provide a centralized
pool of standardized GPS, power, and communication equipment for continuous data collection.
Highlights of this effort include:

• An environmental test chamber at the Facility
• Local testing and development sites at Marshall and Niwot Ridge
• Iridium satellite communications for GPS data downloads
• A weather station integrated with the GPS receiver
• A pool of standard power system components staged at McMurdo Station

Polar GPS equipment and expertise are shared with other Facility projects and the ongoing use of
all  types of  GPS surveying -  from kinematic  to  permanent  stations  – helps  to  keep Facility
engineering staff  up-to-date with the latest  practices and procedures.  Operation of permanent
GPS stations in remote and harsh environments in the polar regions is particularly challenging
and  technology developments  to  meet  polar  requirements  benefit  other  UNAVCO  projects.
Detailed  information  of  support  to  OPP  is  available  in  the  on-line  annual  reports  at
http://www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/polar/reports/reports.html.
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Figure 8. (left) Testing GPS systems for Antarctica at the Niwot Ridge, Colorado. (center) Training for field
work at Barrow, Alaska. (right) Field work and training in Greenland.

Multi-Agency Sponsored Community Project Support
Many UNAVCO Community projects that are not directly funded by core NSF programs are still
supported by the UNAVCO Facility on a resource available basis. These projects are undertaken
to benefit the UNAVCO Community by enhancing leverage and cooperation between projects or
extending good will support to activities closely related to key NSF projects. Data return to the
UNAVCO Community is enhanced by these activities through data sharing and by extending a
high-precision GPS capability more broadly throughout the community. Table 3 is a list of multi-
agency sponsored Community projects supported by the UNAVCO Facility in FY2005.

Table 3. UNAVCO support to Community projects.
Project Name or Location Principal Investigator Support Provided Funding Source

Campaign Projects
Coachella Valley, CA
Subsidence Michelle Sneed

Equipment and technical
support Other - USGS

East Greenland Gordon Hamilton
Equipment and technical
support Other - NASA

Ephemeral channel evolution Greg Tucker
Equipment and technical
support Other

Grand Valley State
Equipment Support John Weber

Equipment and technical
support Other

K2 John Shroder
Equipment and technical
support Other

Kingair GPS/Static System Matt Burkhart
Equipment and technical
support Other - NSF

Longs Peak Boulderfield Bjorn Johns
Equipment and field
support Other

MANGO Susan Bilek
Technical support and
budgeting Other - NSF-OCE

Monument Hill Fault System David Anastasio
Equipment and technical
support Other - USGS

Olema Ranch Francisco Gomez
Equipment and technical
support Other

Oregon Coast David Schmidt
Equipment and technical
support Other - USGS

RICO Dr. Bart Geerts
Equipment and technical
support Other - NSF-ATM

San Juan Mountains Jason Neff
Equipment and technical
support Other

South Florida Eco-restoration Greg Desmond
Equipment and technical
support Other

Southern Salton Trough Rick Bennett
Equipment and technical
support Other
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Texas Coast James Gibeaut
Equipment and technical
support Other

Trinidad John Weber
Equipment and technical
support Other

Tucson Basin Bennett
Equipment and technical
support Other

Brazil Ionosphere Jennifer Haase
Equipment and technical
support Other - NSF-ATM

Geotechnical Health
Management Joseph Dove

Equipment and technical
support Other - NSF

Permanent Network
Projects

BARGEN Brian Wernicke 
Equipment and field
support Other - DOE

Cayuga Matt Starr
Equipment and field
support Other - NSF

DISCoVER-cGPS Allen Dennis
Equipment and technical
support Other - DOE

DiVE Meghan Miller
Equipment and technical
support Other - NASA-SENH

EUREF Jan Hefty Technical Support Other

Guadalupe Island Oivind Ruud
Equipment and field
support Other - NASA/SCIGN

Nairobi Muya Kamamia
Equipment and field
support Other - GGN

Saudi Arabia Robert Reilinger
Equipment and technical
support Other - NASA-SENH

Socorro Andrew Newman
Technical support and
budgeting Other

Southern Miss CORS David Mooneyhan
Equipment and technical
support Other

Las Vegas Station UNR1 JW Bell
Equipment and technical
support Other - NASA

Yucca Mountain Expansion Brian Wernicke 
Equipment and field
support Other - DOE

Equipment Testing and
Development
Acceleration Calibration
Experiment Pedro Elosegui

Equipment and technical
support Other - NASA

COSMIC Tests John Braun
Equipment and technical
support Other

General Community
Support
CU GPS Class Kristine Larson Training Other
MIT Field Camp Thomas A Herrimg Training Other

UNAVCO/IRIS Meeting Will Prescott
Equipment and technical
support NSF-EAR

RESESS Intern Kristine Larson
Support for academic
intern NSF-EAR

Development and Testing

The Facility is actively engaged in development and testing activities conducted in collaboration
with Community PIs and in coordination with a number of GPS and related vendors to address
remote data communications, power systems, and receiver and antenna performance. Facility
development and testing occurs in relationship to specific PI projects, but also benefits the
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broader GPS community as experiences and techniques are disseminated via the web, meetings,
workshops and classes and direct engineer training. The UNAVCO development and testing
process is effective because it builds upon years of interactions, shared goals and acknowledged
expertise. FY2005 activities include extensive acceptance testing and troubleshooting of new
GPS receivers in conjunction with manufacturers, antenna rotation tests to identify potential
manufacturing inconsistencies in the choke ring antenna elements delivered by Trimble, radome
testing, specific evaluations of equipment for potential use on PI projects, and support for a
number of external receiver performance tests (see for example Figure 9). Development and
testing activities are listed in by program in the project support activity lists in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 

                                                                                        

Figure 9. (left) UNAVCO Engineer Victoria Andreatta testing Topcon and Trimble NetRS receivers. (right)
Temperature testing NetRS receivers in UNAVCO’s thermal test chamber. This system has proven to be
invaluable for diagnosting receivers that were not meeting manufacturers thermal specifications.

Enhancement of Community Technical Knowledge and Capability

By virtue of its involvement in many different projects in support of multiple research programs,
the UNAVCO Facility is exposed to diverse GPS applications involving different aspects of
technology. Projects such as EarthScope/PBO and Polar Programs help push GPS technology to
new levels in order to address challenges faced in efficiently operating very large networks or
operations in extreme environments. UNAVCO has a qualified engineering staff with relevant
knowledge and experience with many of the technical and equipment issues that may arise in any
typical project. Experience gained on any project is disseminated through Facility staff, who use
this knowledge to more effectively support projects to which they may be assigned.  The
Facility’s equipment testing and communications laboratory forms a key venue for technical
interaction between staff members, various project personnel, equipment vendors and others in
sharing and disseminating technical information in implementing and supporting community
projects. Senior engineering staff has typically 10 to 15 years of experience in GPS engineering
and new staff typically 5 years. On-the-job training is an important component of staff training
and is critical to keeping staff knowledge at the highest levels. Examples of how the UNAVCO
Facility has supported enhancing the community’s technical knowledge and capability over the
last year include: various communications system integration and testing, GPS receiver
functional testing and interaction with equipment vendors to solve problems and improve
functionality, antenna rotation testing to identify manufacturing defects, and various project
training sessions. 
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2.2 Management of the UNAVCO Community Equipment Pool
The UNAVCO-managed NSF shared pool of GPS systems continues to be a very popular
resource for the high precision GPS research Community (Figure 10). The state-of-the-art and
well maintained and equipped receivers in the UNAVCO pool offer the best geodetic data
quality, are rugged for traditional campaign field surveys, and feature low power/large memory
for semi-permanent applications. Receiver selection and systems integration is based on
extensive Facility testing (Figure 11). Systems include ancillary equipment such as tripods,
calibrated tribrachs, batteries, field enclosures, and solar panels. Equipment has been
systematically upgraded through a separate Facility NSF EAR I&F grant, supplements associated
with specific PI projects, regular NSF OPP purchases, and the new NSF EAR PBO campaign
pool. There are currently a total of 211 receiver systems in the pool of which 148 are not
currently on long-term projects (Table 4).  By maintaining a standardized pool of receivers
provided by multiple sponsors, UNAVCO achieves economy of scale both in procurement
discounts and technical support efficiency. Supporting multiple agencies with different field
seasons keeps the equipment pool in use nearly year-round with non-PBO equipment usage
ranging from 30 to 100%. The PBO pool acquisition is in progress and will number 100
campaign systems by FY2006.

Table 4. UNAVCO Receiver Pool.  Table shows the quantities of receivers by funding source and type. The
“Available Pool” receivers are not currently assigned to long-term projects at the time of this report.
Make/Model EAR OPP Total Assigned to Long-term Projects  Available Pool

Trimble NetRS 18 19 37
2-Salton Trough 2005
6-Mauna Loa 2005, 9-OPP 20

Trimble 5700/R7 30 41 71
10-Denali EQ Response
2-Barrow, 1-Toolik Lake 58

Topcon GB-1000* 51 51 51

Trimble 4000** 26 8 34
3-SAGE-NZ, 6-MIT, 5-Antarctica, 2-U.
Maine, 1-PBO Nucleus, 2-Baja, 2-Parts 13

Trimble 4700/4800** 1/2 3 6 6

Ashtech MicroZ/Z-XII** 10/2 12
4-Nisqually EQ Response, 7-Testing, 1-
U.Colo. 0

Total 140 71 211 63 148
*For projects in the EarthScope PBO footprint, ** Occasional use, but unsupported and being phased out by attrition
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Figure 10. UNAVCO Facility Available Receiver Pool for combined EAR and OPP equipment. Shown are the
number of receivers available (not on long term loan) and percent utilization of these receivers of the year for
each of the primary pool receiver types (both labeled on left axis). (upper left) The Trimble 4000 has been the
mainstay of the pool, but numbers of available 4000s are dropping either by attrition or deployment for long
term use. (upper right) The Trimble 5700 has replaced the 4000 for most campaigns and has a fairly high
level of utilization. (lower left) The Trimble NetRS has been configured primarily for semi-permanent (long
term), but plots show available receivers also in use most of the time. (lower right) The new EarthScope/PBO
Topcon campaign pool will grow rapidly to 100 receivers that are available for PBO use. 
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Figure 11. State-of-the-art eceivers in the UNAVCO Pool. (Left) UNAVCO has a number of Trimble NetRS
receivers configured for long-term, semi-permanent installations. The UNAVCO-designed package includes a
receiver, solar panel and regulator, batteries, antenna, and builtin connectors. (center) Pool Trimble 5700
receivers and shipping cases. The 5700 is configured for campaign projects. (right) The Topcon receiver was
configured by the Facility for both semi-permanent and campaign use for EarthScope/PBO projects. The box
at the left contains a fixed height antenna mounting package that is ideal for longer term occupations.

Community GPS Receiver Purchases and Pricing Program. As a benefit to members,
UNAVCO has negotiated special pricing with a number of vendors who supply GPS receivers
and other equipment that is commonly used by the Community and supported by the Facility.
Discount pricing is provided both due to quantity discounts on pooled purchases, and because the
UNAVCO Facility, rather than the manufacturer, handles many repairs and other technical
support issues from the end users. UNAVCO members under this program purchased
approximately 240 GPS receivers in 2004 and 2005. Technicians at the Facility are factory
trained and authorized to repair pool and Community-owned receivers.

GPS Receiver Repair. UNAVCO technicians provide warranty repair for UNAVCO and
Community receivers. Over the last year over 125 receivers were handled and 100 repairs were
done in house. This rate is higher than normal and reflects new receiver issues associated
primarily for the receivers used by PBO and the need for fast turn around to meet project
installation goals. We anticipate a decrease over the next year as production issues are resolved
and more receivers are returned to Trimble for initial warranty repairs.

2.3 Data Support

The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators. The
Facility Data Group maintains an extensive collection of computer and storage systems hardware
and associated data management software, database tools and web access tools to manage this
important task. Over the last two years the Data Group has developed a scalable system including
significant hardware upgrades and software enhancements needed to handle a dramatic increase
in data volume (Figure 12 and Table 5). The addition of Storage Area Network (SAN) techology
to UNAVCO’s enterprise-class RAID system has greatly increased reliability and robustness of
service by minimizing the impact of disk failures and increasing data throughput. A new
automated tape system allows rapid generation of local and offsite backup tapes (held at the IRIS
Data Management Center) helping to ensure longterm preservation of the data.

Data in the UNAVCO Archive. Archive holdings include data from 783 permanent stations and
573 campaigns. During FY2005, data flow management and archiving for 301 additional
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permanent stations was put in place, and 41 campaigns were added to the Archive. Data in the
Archive are associated with 8274 globally-distributed monuments as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. The red dots show the 8274 monuments with archived data through 15 August 2005; the dots
outlined in black show the 1301 monuments with data archived during FY2005; the dots outlined in white are
monuments with associated data archived during prior fiscal years.

Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume in the
online repository grew by 70% during FY2005 and now exceeds the 1.4-terabyte (tb) mark
(Table 5 and Figure 13). Including the data volume in the ftp pickup Archive, the total Archive
holdings stand at just over 2 tb. Appendix C provides a complete tabulation of campaigns
archived during FY2005. Appendix D provides a complete tabulation of permanent stations
archived during FY2005. 

Table 5. Boulder Archive Statistics FY2002 to FY2005

The very large jump in number of files archived and the corresponding jump in data volume for 
FY2005 over FY2004 can be attributed to the increase in numbers of permanent stations
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Permanent Stations Handled (per
year)

Campaigns Processed (per year)

# Archived # Files GBytes #Archived # Files GBytes
FY 2002 217 63,282 110.6 93 11,383 14.8
FY 2003 270 77,783 123.4 50 10,774 14.9
FY 2004 380 113,629 211.6 71 19,558 25.0
FY 2005 681 224,948 498.4 41 8,028 81.3
Total (includes pre
FY2002)

783  w/data 641,735 1,227.2 573 105,830 191.6



archived,  including: (1) the addition to the Archive of permanent station networks that are part
of the Nucleus project having significant amounts of historical data going back several years,
including the eight station BARD Nucleus network, the 22-station PANGA Nucleus network and
the 124-station SCIGN Nucleus network (the addition of historical data for these networks is
ongoing); (2) the addition of 145 newly installed PBO stations to the set of actively archived
stations; and  (3) the addition to the Archive of 21 other newly-installed stations. 
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Figure 13 (a). UNAVCO Archive cumulative data volume by fiscal year. (b) UNAVCO Archive data volume
added each fiscal year.

Archive IT Infrastructure. Several years ago, the Data Group began implementing plans to
maximize scalability of Archive systems, in part to prepare for PBO data archiving. The
UNAVCO Archive data volume is expected to grow by 1-2 tb per year in the next several years.
High data volumes and the need for scalable, long-term, high-availability, secure, rapid access
storage dictated that a high-end enterprise storage solution be employed. High-end storage
systems can operate as direct attached storage, like any RAID or hard disk. But to take full
advantage of the capabilities of a high-end storage system, they are typically deployed as the
basis for a storage area network (SAN). SANs provide significant advantages in storage-intensive
operations, most notably, readily-expandable enterprise quality storage on a single device that
can be shared or partitioned among servers. Storage is accessed over fast fibre channels, with
redundant power, cabling, switches, controllers, and server connections, leading to extremely
high reliability and availability. SAN software allows snapshot backups to take place while
ongoing writes are cached until the backup completes. SAN systems can also be synchronized
over the Internet to an offsite SAN system for ultimate data safety. UNAVCO has implemented a
state-of-the-art, high-end storage device, with fibre channel disks, SATA disks, and SAN
software. All of the Facility Data Archive holdings are currently stored on UNAVCO’s EMC2

CLARiiON CX500 system, shown  in Figure 14.

The National Science Foundation’s significant investment in GPS data collection reaps its full
benefit over time, as new data reveal long term position changes and velocity trends as well as
short-term anomalies. The UNAVCO Archive plays a key role in long term GPS data and data
product safe storage and accessibility. For PBO, the UNAVCO Archive provides the long-term
primary archive, and is currently deploying PBO’s long-term secondary Archive offsite at IRIS.
Both the primary and the secondary PBO Archives will utilize high-end storage. Once this
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capability is built at IRIS, plans are being developed to
build on the PBO infrastructure at IRIS to provide an offsite
live backup system for non-PBO data, to the advantage of
Community PI and other project-related archiving. In its
role as the PBO Archive, and for all other NSF-funded data
archiving, the CLARiiON storage and SAN are expected to
provide significant benefits to the UNAVCO Community of
investigators, as well as other researchers, educators and the
public.

The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on
the enterprise RAID system are copied daily to a backup
RAID on an independent system. LTO tape backups of this
copy are made on a weekly basis. As data are archived, the
original copies are kept for 1-2 weeks after archiving; this
ensures that no loss of recently archived data happens due
to media failure during the interval between archiving and
scheduled RAID backups. A set of full backup tapes are

shipped monthly to the IRIS Data Management Center for an offsite backup.

Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow. The Facility data management process utilizes
multiple databases with local and web forms, reports and map interfaces to manage critical
station and file metadata. Databases facilitate network operations and maintenance and provide
for user search capability for access to data and metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via
a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and pull, LDM-IDD, email, and manual data
transfers) (see Figure 15) and are managed via a series of staged computers that automatically
pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core software utilized for this process has
been developed and is maintained by the Facility. A key component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an
extensive translation, editing and quality checking program that is used by hundreds of
processing groups around the world. Station metadata are verified using database cross-checks
between equipment, operations and archive databases. Archive personnel interact regularly with
NSF investigators to facilitate the flow of data and metadata into the Archive. Permanent station
investigators and engineers can submit changes to their site metadata via the operations database.
That information is validated before being migrated into the Archive metadata database. The
operations database generates updated IGS logs whenever pertinent database fields are changed.
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Figure 14. UNAVCO's CLARiiON
Mass storage array. 



Figure 15. UNAVCO permanent station network data flow.

Archived Data Access.  Data can be available to the user within minutes of the hour or UTC
midnight depending on data delivery style and on whether hourly or daily files are provided from
the source. Data are publically available subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are made
available to users in a number of ways: (1) All permanent station data archived are immediately
translated  to  RINEX and put  on  the  UNAVCO anonymous  ftp  pickup area.  The permanent
station RINEX holdings available anonymously include over 838,000 compressed files on  670
gigabytes of RAID disk space. Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive occurs at a
an average rate of 10,000 files per day, with occasional burst activity at around 60,000 files per
day.  Figure 16 shows outgoing ftp statistics by Internet domain of the customer. (2) In addition
to  anonymous ftp  pickup,  users  and other  archives  can subscribe  to  LDM-IDD (Local  Data
Manager-Internet Data Distribution) pickup of permanent station raw data. (3) On occasion, the
Archive receives requests for permanent station data with nonstandard observables included in
the  RINEX  files;  these  are  created  from  the  archived  raw  data  and  made  available  to  the
requestor  for  pickup  via  ftp.  (4)  Released  campaigns  are  also  available  via  anonymous  ftp.
Campaigns  that  are  not  yet released  by the  PI are  available  by request  to  the  Archive.  The
Archive fulfilled 86 requests for campaign data during FY2005. (5) Raw and RINEX Archive
data holdings, including URLs to the data files, are cataloged and published to the GSAC (GPS
Seamless  Archive  Centers).  This  cataloged  information  is  maintained  in  GSAC  Retailer
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databases at SOPAC and UNAVCO. Through scripts or a web interface, users can search for
GPS data  using spatial,  temporal,  and other  search criteria  and receive back metadata about
holdings and URLs directly to the data files of interest at the Archive. The Archive has been
producing Wholesaler information (GSAC format catalog of holdings) for the GSAC since 1999.
This operation occurs automatically in conjunction with data injection into the Archive.
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      Figure 16. Anonymous ftp pickup from the UNAVCO Archive by Internet domain.

SOPAC Archive. UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent
Array Center Archive through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors
copies of UNAVCO Archive data, provides SCIGN data, and acts as an IGS Global Data Center.
SOPAC continues to support the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to
GPS data center participation using SOPAC-developed tools, and providing user access tools.

Science Products. In addition to GPS raw and RINEX  primary data, the Facility maintains
science product archives for the UNAVCO Global GPS Velocity Field (GPSVEL) and
International Lithosphere Program (ILP) Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) projects. The Facility
also provides tools for scientists and the general public to utilize Earth science data, especially
GPS data. The Jule Verne Voyager online mapping tool was ported to a 64-bit Linux cluster of
computers during FY2005. This involved the first known porting of the GMT software to a 64-
bit Linux system as well.

Data Management Software. UNAVCO has developed a binary GPS data exchange file and/or
streaming format (BINEX; see website http://binex.unavco.org) as a flexible, extensible, compact
alternative to the ASCII RINEX file format. BINEX is the future raw file format for PBO data
and is now  or soon to be implemented in certain Ashtech, Leica, Topcon, and Trimble GPS
receivers. UNAVCO maintains a listserve on BINEX for support of community BINEX
developers and users.

UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GPS and Global Navigation Satellite
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System [GLONASS]  Translation, Editing and Quality Checking) software package that is
extensively used by the GPS community and remains the foundation of data input and output for
the Facility Archive. TEQC is used nationally and internationally for major networks such as
SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN. During FY2005, a Leica 1200 MDB  format
translator was added and the BINEX translator was enhanced within TEQC. 

UNAVCO personnel are involved in planning for the release of  RINEX version 3.0 data format
needed to accommodate Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) modernization. GNSS
modernization, including GPS, GLONASS and Galileo systems are continually evolving. GPS
will soon add L2C, L5 (GPS third frequency), and G5 (GLONASS third frequency) signals as
part of GNSS modernization. L2C reading and writing capability are currently being added to
TEQC for handling certain Trimble formats.

Project and Operations Database.  The UNAVCO Project and Operations Databases hold
critical administrative and operational information for UNAVCO. The equipment component of
the database is used within UNAVCO for tracking thousands of pieces of equipment used in
installations worldwide. The permanent station metadata tracking component of the database is
used by project engineers and PIs to document station installations and to maintain updated
permanent station metadata. During FY2005, maintenance and usability improvements were
made on these databases. New reporting tools were added.

3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity
In a December, 2002 Education and Outreach report, UNAVCO articulated its rationale for a
strong E&O program, described the current activities at that time, and set forth future initiatives.
2002 activities were entirely managed by the Facility and included: field-based student training
and collaboration with the GLOBE project; web-based resources including development of the
Jules Verne Voyager map tool; support of the International Lithosphere Project (Global Strain
Rate Map); and working with the broader community education and outreach initiatives such as
EarthScope. These important activities were carried out by staff members who were primarily
dedicated to the main activities within UNAVCO, namely facility equipment, engineering, data
acquisition, and archiving. 

Future  initiatives  listed  in  the  2002  report  included  adding  an  Education  and  Outreach
Coordinator position and formalizing a student intern program. Both of these objectives have
been accomplished. An Education and Outreach Coordinator was hired in June 2004 and a new
E&O program was started at UNAVCO. The Facility continues to participate in and to support
many  aspects  of  UNAVCO  E&O.  The  following  summary  highlights  the  UNAVCO  E&O
program from June 2004 and throughout FY2005, emphasizing the accomplishments of many
people in the UNAVCO community.

The Standing Committee on Education and Outreach consists of UNAVCO community scientists
and leaders and active participants in geoscience education. The committee’s first meeting in
April 2005 resulted in a draft mission statement, set of goals, and  vision for the UNAVCO E&O
program. This will be the basis for further strategic planning in this area during 2005; the process
will  include a broader  communication  with the UNAVCO community before a  final  plan is
approved by the Board of Directors.  Diversity is  included in the mission statement  and will
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promote the importance of diversity in UNAVCO’s work. Evaluation and the use of research
based  on  best  educational  practice  are  embedded  in  the  values  of  having  an  excellent,
professionally assessed program.  Resources  for  evaluation  planning and implementation  are
built into each individual project.  

Draft E&O Mission Statement, June 2005. The mission of UNAVCO Education and Outreach
Program is to promote a broader understanding of Earth science by making accessible the data,
scientific methods, and results of the unique suite of scientific research in which UNAVCO’s
community of scientists is engaged. We will foster collaboration between the scientific and
educational communities and will increase the number and diversity of students to strengthen and
sustain the next generation of earth scientists.  

Draft Statement of E&O Goals (June 2005)
· Increase the understanding and public appreciation of geodynamics and earth deformation

processes and their relevance to society
· Broaden the use of UNAVCO data and products by a wide audience of educational and

research users
· Increase the diversity and broader participation in geoscience education and research
· Build a sustainable community of UNAVCO scientists and educators engaged in education

and outreach 
· Collaborate with other organizations to provide systemic impact on geoscience education

Programs

RESESS:  A  three-year  program  of  internship  support  for  under-represented  minorities  in
research programs at UNAVCO member institutions has been funded by the GEO Opportunities
for Enhancing Diversity in the Geosciences. UNAVCO leads this collaboration that also includes
SOARS (UCAR), IRIS, the University of Colorado, the USGS, Highline Community College,
and Central Washington University. The program is called RESESS (Research Experience in
Solid Earth Sciences for Students) and will officially begin in October 2005. UNAVCO’s present
Cooperative Agreement includes money to support a UNAVCO intern.   In FY2005, UNAVCO
intern Steven Hernandez,  an undergraduate  student from the University of Texas at  El Paso,
worked with Dr. Kristine Larson at the University of Colorado and took part in group activities
organized by the SOARS program. This internship will be incorporated into RESESS.

RESESS will operate in collaboration with UCAR’s highly successful SOARS project which
promotes  research,  mentorships,  and  a  learning  community,  all  of  which  are  recognized  as
important for successful retention of minority students in the sciences. As part of UNAVCO’s
service  to  the  Community,  we  are  developing  a  cadre  of  educators/researchers  that  are
knowledgeable about the value of undergraduate research and about activities required to retain
individuals from underrepresented populations. 

This  program  will:  1)  transfer  knowledge  from  the  present  SOARS  model  to  a  broader
geoscience community of geodesy and seismology and, 2) move from a program that relies on a
single research facility (National Center for Atmospheric Research,  NCAR) for mentors to  a
program that takes advantage of a distributed research community. 
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Jule  Verne  Voyager  Mapping  Tool:   This  tool  was  developed  by the  Facility  for  use  in
providing  quality  assurance  for  campaign  data,  and  it  quickly  evolved  into  an  educational
product.  Community members participate in its continuing development and in providing an
educational context for the Voyager.  UNAVCO has recently formally evaluated its usefulness as
an educational product and is working in collaboration with community members in both the
improvement of the tool and the accompanying educational materials (Figure 17).

Educational Modules:  The contribution of modern geodesy to the study of plate tectonics is not
usually  incorporated  into  curriculum  at  middle/high  school  level,  general  education  in
universities (introductory geoscience), nor in most upper level geoscience college and university
programs.   However,  the  direct  measurement  of  crustal  movement  is  important  in  our
understanding  of  what  a  plate  tectonic  ‘theory’  is  and  how  modern  science  is  performed.
UNAVCO is in the process of increasing education staff to work in the design and distribution of
modules which incorporate the research which UNAVCO supports to a broader audience.  These
will be accompanied by posters and workshops.

Short Courses:  Strengthening the workforce and fostering new knowledge in geodesy can only
be  accomplished with new generations  of  scientists  understanding the  science and the tools.
UNAVCO  regularly  holds  classes  training  community  members  in  the  technology.  Recent
classes include an April 2004 class on GPS techniques and a July 2005 class on using strainmeter
data.  UNAVCO has invested in an upgrade in classroom space to facilitate more short courses
for graduate students, post doctoral fellows, and practicing scientists (Figure 17).  

                                                         
Figure 17. (left) UNAVCO developer Lou Estey and LuAnn Dahlman (DLESE Data Services, TERC)
presenting a how-to on the Jules Verne Voyager mapping tool at the 2005 DLESE Annual meeting in Florida.
(center) Evelyn Roeloffs (USGS), Duncan Agnew (Scripps) and Kathleen Hodgkinson ( UNAVCO/PBO) gave
a strainmeter workshop in UNAVCO’s newly remodeled classroom in Boulder. Shown are students and
lecturers processing sample datasets. (right) UNAVCO Student Intern Stephen Hernandez and Facility
mentor Chris Stolte.

Community Activities
UNAVCO  Community  Science  Workshops  provide  an  opportunity  for  the  UNAVCO
community  to  meet  their  colleagues  and  discuss  the  latest  scientific  and  technological
developments in their field. The format of the meetings is a mix of plenary science sessions,
breakout sessions on more specialized subjects, poster sessions, and free time. Because of the
focused nature, these meetings serve a unique role in the UNAVCO community and are very
popular. In the past, UNAVCO Workshops have been held annually, generally in February or
March. However, UNAVCO has been directed by NSF to decrease the frequency to biannual.
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The meetings are now held in even years.  The next  workshop will  be held in  March 2006.
Funding through UNAVCO for participant support allows investigators to attend these meetings
and enables participation of students.

The most recent meeting in June, 2005, was held jointly with the Incorporated Institutions for
Seismology (IRIS) in Washington State (Figure 18). There were more than 300 attendants with
an approximately even split  between people with primary interests  in  seismology (IRIS) and
primary interests in geodesy/deformation (UNAVCO). The meeting included plenary sessions
on:  The Sumatra Earthquake;  Explosive  Volcanism,  Polar  Geoscience;  and,  New Generation
Imaging.  There  were  breakout  sessions  focused  on:  Stable  N.  American  Reference  Frame
(SNARF); Seismic Analysis Code; Cascadia Tremor and Slip; Field Experiments; EarthScope
Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) Nucleus; Cascadia- Megathrust to Subduction; EarthScope
USArray;  EarthScope  PBO;  Broader  Impacts;  Nuclear  Explosion  Monitoring;  Global  Earth
Observatory System of Systems (GEOSS); Digital Photography; and Data Facilities.

Meeting Special Interest Group Topics with significant UNAVCO participation included:

· Chuck Meertens (UNAVCO) and Jim Fowler (IRIS) 
Field Experiments: State of the Art Seismic and GPS Instrumentation and Opportunities for
Collaborative Experiments

· Freddie Blume (UNAVCO) 
PBO Nucleus 

· TerryWilson (Ohio State)
Polar Sciences Issues and the International Polar Year (IPY)

· Mike Jackson (UNAVCO/PBO)
PBO component of EarthScope: A Construction and Data Management Update

· Susan Eriksson (UNAVCO) and John Taber (IRIS) 
Need help with Broader Impacts? How to fund and host an intern

· David Phillips (UNAVCO) 
Digital Photography Workshop: Improving Our Community’s Image

· Fran Boler (UNAVCO) and Tim Ahern (IRIS) 
Data Facilities: Access to UNAVCO and IRIS Data

UNAVCO  also  participates  actively  in  national  meetings  such  as  the  AGU  and  GSA  by
presenting papers and having a booth where discussions can be held with community members
and the latest resources and equipment can be displayed.
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Figure 18. (left) UNAVCO Booth at the Fall AGU meeting in San Francisco, (center) Field Trip to Mt. Hood
during the UNAVCO/IRIS Workshop, (right) Special Interest Group session on state-of-the-art Seismic and
GPS Instrumentation during the UNAVCO/IRIS Workshop.

UNAVCO also supports community workshops on special interest topics. Workshops supported
by UNAVCO over the last year include:

SNARF. UNAVCO is sponsoring a working group to establish a standard reference frame for
EarthScope PBO observations and results. The Stable North America Reference Frame (SNARF)
working group is charted to “to establish a high-accuracy, standard reference frame, including
velocity models, procedures and transformations, tied to a "stable North America" which would
serve the scientific and geomatics communities by providing a consistent and stable reference
with which scientific and geomatics results (e.g., positioning in tectonically active areas) can be
produced and compared.” The working group met twice over the last year. The SNARF website
is maintained by UNAVCO and is located at:

http://www.unavco.org/research_science/workinggroups_projects/snarf/snarf.html

Polar. An Antarctic Remote Geophysical Observatories Meeting was held at the UNAVCO
building in Boulder, Colorado on the 19th and 20th of September 2004. There were about 20
participants. The meeting was convened in response to a request from NSF for a more
coordinated approach to remote stations deployments. From both a science and science support
perspective, NSF expressed an interest in pursuing future geodetic (and presumably
seismological) research in a more coordinated way than has been done previously. The overall
goal of the workshop was to provide NSF with a ‘community vision’ of future research needs. A
second goal was to advance planning for remote station deployment as a long-term effort (for an
International Polar Year, IPY, effort or otherwise). The principal recommendation of the
workshop was to put forward a community level proposal for remote GPS and seismic sites in
the Antarctic interior. This proposal will address science rationale, technology development, field
support, logistics, operations, and maintenance, and the role of facilities including IRIS and
UNAVCO. This effort will also be integrated with broader IPY initiatives, and a proposal to NSF
is anticipated in response to the August 2005 NSP/OPP call for IPY proposals. An expression of
intent has also been lodged with the IPY committee and received official IPY endorsement.
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Appendix A: UNAVCO Permanent Station Support

Network Name or Location Principal Investigator Number of
Active

Stations

Level of Effort
in 2005

Nucleus/Exnets Will Prescott, UNAVCO 209 high
EarthScope/PBO Mike Jackson, UNAVCO 162 high
GGN Core Stations Dave Stowers, JPL 57 high
BARGEN (non ExNets) Brian Wernicke, Caltech 45 high
Other NASA GGN/SENH Various 18 high
Mauna Loa Ben Brooks 12 high
Mediterranean Rob Reilinger, MIT 7 high
Antarctica Phil Kyle, New Mexico Tech 6 high
Bhutan Roger Billham, CU 2 high
Galapagos (Dual Freq) Dennis Geist, U. Idaho 2 high
Mid America/New Madrid Bob Smalley, U. Memphis 11 medium
Jalisco, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 10 medium
Nicoya Costa Rica Tim Dixon, U. Miami 9 medium
Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 8 medium
Guerrero Coast Kristine Larson, CU 3 medium
Philippines Michael Hamburger, Indiana U. 3 medium
Las Vegas Geoff Blewitt, UNR 2 medium
Greenland Kristine Larson, CU 1 medium
Mt. Washington, NH Steve Nerem, CU 1 medium
SoumiNet Randolf Ware, UCAR 63 low
L1 Networks Various 43 low
Hawaii Paul Segall, Standford 24 low
GULFNET Roy Dokka, LSU 15 low
Sage New Zealand John Beavan, GNS 13 low
Central Asia Tom Herring, MIT 6 low
U.S. Coast Guard/CORS Ben Otteni, USCG 6 low
Akutan Volcano Tom Murray, USGS 4 low
Alaska/Denali Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low
Arenal Costa Rica Susan Schwartz, UC Santa Cruz 3 low
Okmok Volcano Jeff Freymueller, UAF 3 low
Popocateptl Volcano (Dual Freq) Tim Dixon, U. Miami 2 low
Indonesia Rob McCaffry, RPI 1 low
Total Number of Permanent Stations Supported in 2005 755
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APPENDIX B. UNAVCO NASA Support

B-1.0  Summary

As introduced in section 2.1 of the main body of this report, the UNAVCO Boulder Facility
provides GPS project support to investigators funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), including the NASA’s Earth
Science Enterprise and installations from the former Solid Earth and Natural Hazards (SENH)
Research and Applications Program. In addition, support is provided to the NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) in their management of the NASA Global GPS Network (GGN) and to the
International GPS Service (IGS) Central Bureau (CB), also located at JPL.
 
UNAVCO provides daily monitoring support for 75 NASA permanent GPS stations. NASA
provides support for the GPS infrastructure through a network of permanent GPS stations called
the Global GPS Network (GGN) that represents approximately 20% of the stations that make up
the IGS permanent station global network. UNAVCO also continues to provide data backup and
distribution support to JPL for 50 GGN stations. 

UNAVCO’s first response authority continues for 57 GGN stations contributing to the IGS.
UNAVCO will handle all direct monitoring and  troubleshooting responsibilities and respond
with appropriate action while informing JPL of on-going actions and effects on data quality and
availability. In addition, UNAVCO is retaining the same responsibilities for the GGN, SENH and
other NASA installations already handled at the Facility.

B-1.1 Introduction

This brief outline summarizes UNAVCO’s NASA-funded activities over the last fiscal year
(FY2005). UNAVCO provides support to the GGN Network through hourly first response station
monitoring, installation, maintenance, troubleshooting, and upgrades of existing stations. In
addition, new technologies are investigated, tested and evaluated, and implemented to improve
network performance. UNAVCO also continues to provide data backup and distribution support
to JPL for 50 GGN stations. Other essential work includes the maintenance and continued
improvement of an interactive, password-protected database for storing permanent station
information that provides a single-user point of reference for critical, site-specific information.
Another effort in support of the GGN is the replacement and continued maintenance of network
download computers including keeping up to date on Linux remote systems administration and
security tasks. This task has opened a closer and more direct working relationship with JPL
personnel and infrastructure as UNAVCO is accessing a password protected computer at JPL
with Linux configuration files and also viewing hourly data retrieval statistics to perform its
newly assigned hourly monitoring tasks.

B-2.0 Support of the Global GPS Network (GGN)
NASA provides support for the GPS infrastructure through the GGN, which represents
approximately 20% of the 381 stations that make up the IGS permanent station global network.
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Data from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth
science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education. 

Increasingly important for the IGS community, is providing high-rate (1Hz) data products for
real-time global, differential corrections for dynamic positioning. JPL is currently receiving 1Hz
data, in real-time, from about 44 global stations and UNAVCO’s responsibilities has increased to
include first response monitoring, operational and backup functions for these important real-time
installations. Also, GGN stations represent approximately 25% of IGS hourly stations.

The primary components of UNAVCO support to the GGN include:

·  hourly first response monitoring and operational responsibilities for 75 NASA stations.

·  installation and initial operational capability for new and upgraded stations.

·  daily monitoring, troubleshooting and maintenance of existing stations.

·  develop and maintain site documentation for GGN, including the IGS station logs and
any  other  information  required  to  effectively  operate,  troubleshoot  and  maintain  the
GGN stations.

· maintain  NASA's  GGN receivers,  including the  testing  and  deployment  of  spares  as
needed.

·  advise JPL on the possibility of collaborative and/or cost-sharing opportunities
including site installations with other organizations such as NSF sponsored groups.
  

·  development and evaluation of potential new technologies to enhance performance and
capability of the GGN.

·  support the establishment of working agreements with host countries, site contacts, and
local supporting organizations and assist in assuring that requirements are being met
between all parties.  

·  retrieve, manage and distribute data from a subset of the GGN stations. 

· provide for ongoing communications, utilities, and service costs at selected GGN sites.

·  maintain the capability to back up the JPL GGN data retrieval and distribution system in
case of failure or system maintenance at JPL.  

GGN Permanent Installations. The Facility participates in site reconnaissance, site
selection, monumentation, and establishing local infrastructure such as power and
communications (for example Figure B-1).  Other activities include development of local
support along with subsequent training and technology transfer, site documentation and
configuration management, integration with other data systems, and control and
automation of station operations.  The goals include successful implementation of initial
capability at the stations, collection of data indefinitely or during the period of planned
experiments, maintenance of valuable collaborations, and contributing to the long term
future of the global GPS infrastructure. In the last fiscal year UNAVCO has performed a
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site visit to Argentina (CORD) to upgrade from phone line communications to state-of-
the-art 802.11b wireless Internet connection. This allowed the station to produce high-rate
(1 Hz), real-time data to JPL (previously impossible), and generally improved the
reliability and data quality of the GGN installation. Two visits were made to New Mexico
(PIE1) to investigate tracking outages and a severe position jump due mainly to faulty
equipment and site changes. The station is now performing as expected. The PIE1
installation is a collaboration with JPL and NOAA (providing the GPS receiver). Station
maintenance support was provided to the following stations MSKU (Gabon), ISPA
(Easter Island), CHPI (Brazil), BOGT (Colombia), SEY1 (Seychelles), FAIR (Alaska),
PIMO (Philippines), and USUD (Japan). Support included VSAT communication
upgrades, GPS equipment and computer upgrades and replacements, and wireless Internet
upgrades. Planning is ongoing for communications upgrades at SOLA (Saudi-Arabia),
RIOP (Ecuador), PIMO (Philippines) and IISC (India).

  
Figure B-1. (left) Station CORD. The GPS antenna mounted on building in Cordoba, Argentina,
(center) Station PIE1 GPS monument and VLBI antenna in background, (right) UNAVCO
Engineering Jay Sklar testing a GPS system in preparation for shipment to a GGN site.

Daily GGN Monitoring and Upgrades. UNAVCO provided daily monitoring support
for 75 NASA permanent GPS stations during this report period, 30 of which are part of
the LEO sub-network, three are part of the Deep Space Network (DSN), and four are
stations supporting Scintillation projects, 28 sites are real-time 1Hz (RTNT offloaded)
global stations, and three were installed with other NASA funding. JPL delegated first
response authority to UNAVCO for ensuring successful data offload operations and
communications of 57 GGN stations (including 43 hourly stations and the 28 real-time
stations mentioned above), including data flow to JPL on a daily basis. The network
monitoring responsibility requires over 100 individual troubleshooting tasks a month at
GGN stations around the world. The individual tasks include computer OS
troubleshooting, maintenance and upgrades, receiver troubleshooting and resets, software
upgrades, general site maintenance and communications with local contacts and
collaborators regarding maintenance, payment of expenses, requests for
equipment/spares, and plans for site visits and future station plans.

Since October, 2004, UNAVCO has performed a total of 1112 individual troubleshooting
tasks. The most important are listed below (station, number, and work performed):
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AREQ

48

Internet outages and communication problems
due to contract negotiations between
University/station and NASA-HQ.

BOGT
54

Network outages and equipment swap due to
customs regulations.

CHPI
58

Replacing GPS equipment twice (power surge).
General maintenance and requests.

CORD 64 Site visit, Internet and GPS upgrade. 
GUAM

38
Internet and power issues. Invoicing problems
w/ ISP.

IISC
51

Communications, Internet access issues
(firewall locally).

ISPA 35 VSAT realignment. Intermittent outages.
MKEA

36
New computer installation, access problems
through local firewall.

MSKU
58

VSAT upgrade work. Intermittent access and
power problems.

SEY1

55

ISP connection problems locally. Burglary of
computer. New wireless (24/7) Internet
connection is being negotiated.              

SHAO

38

Intermittent outages in local communications
and Internet. Local site construction is
interrupting operations.

CRAO 36 Station added to IGS list. Receiver swap.
Others 541

TOTAL        1112

GGN Technology Evaluation and Development. GGN-related development activities
during the report period continue to focus on software, hardware, and systems integration
strategies to improve the latency and reliability of data flow. Increased efforts are being
put on network improvement of both reliability and data quality, as a large part of
UNAVCO’s work with the GGN Network focuses on upgrades, maintenance and
improvements of existing stations. Hardware upgrades included improved computer
operating system security, power management, various communication methods, and low
power DC computer configurations. 

JPL’s development of streaming software called Real Time Net Transfer (RTNT) has
been driven by a very specific need for high rate GPS data for global real time differential
positioning capability. The Internet-based Global Differential GPS (IGDG) software
package from JPL provides GPS-based real-time positioning and orbit determination. Its
accuracy, global coverage and economical mode of operation (Internet) makes it a truly
unique and powerful real-time differential system. 

Another area of technology evaluation is improved data telemetry for permanent GPS
stations. Joint installations in the Galapagos Islands, Gabon, Uganda, Easter Island, and
Guadalupe Island resulted from the technical and financial collaboration of JPL, IRIS,
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CICESE, SCIGN and UNAVCO. Collaborative installations included the use of VSAT
telemetry and hardware components including GPS receivers, meteorological sensors,
and improved frequency standards. 

The Facility has also investigated the use of the IEEE 802.11b wireless Internet protocol
for new installations and upgrade of existing stations to improve data reliability and
facilitate high data throughput for real-time 1Hz data applications (CORD upgrade is
discussed in section B-2.1). Several UNAVCO engineers are also trained and certified as
installers of the Hughes/Ground Control VSAT systems. 

Database Support. The UNAVCO, Inc. Boulder Facility continues to host an online
database application for Permanent Station information located at
http://achaia.unavco.org. The application requires logon credentials and presents user-
specific web controls.
 
The SQL database comprising the data for this application stores metadata, maintenance,
computer network and engineer troubleshooting information. The network of permanent
stations that is tracked contains over 850 stations including NSF, NASA and PBO
stations. One critical feature of this application is the PS Maintenance Form that will
automatically send email notifications and create IGS Site Logs. The DMAG group also
depends on this form for generating information within the archive database system. The
Permanent Station database has evolved into a critical source of information for the
management of the GGN network.

GGN Back-up. Beginning in the last quarter of 1998, UNAVCO and JPL began working
together to develop a method to enhance the reliability of data delivery from GGN
stations to the broader GPS community via the Crustal Dynamics Data Information
System (CDDIS).  Toward that goal, UNAVCO and JPL collaborated to develop a
backup/data offload capability that can be implemented in the event of a system failure at
JPL. During pre-planned test periods and in the event of an actual system failure at JPL,
UNAVCO will assume responsibility for downloading raw data from a subset of the
GGN stations. This process includes retrieving raw data from remote stations, creating
RINEX files, and pushing those files to CDDIS - all in near real time. New backup
capabilities have been added including data handling for 1Hz RTNT Ashtech data
conversion to 1Hz RINEX files. On request from JPL, UNAVCO has been on extra alert
during critical NASA space missions over the last year, including the Cassini Saturn
encounter in January 2005. 
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B-3.0 Data Management and Archiving

UNAVCO provides data management and archiving support for NASA-funded campaigns and
permanent stations. All metadata for permanent stations and campaigns are managed in an Oracle
relational database that is accessible to the user through the Internet. GPS data are stored on an
enterprise-class RAID system backed up with DLT tapes. The flow of data is managed using an
extensive system of hardware and software tools that facilitate ftp push and pull, LDM-IDD,
email, and manual data transfers. Permanent station data are distributed via anonymous ftp,
automatically via Unidata’s Local Data Manager-Internet Data Distribution (LDM-IDD)
software, and upon request, if nonstandard observables or raw data are desired by the user. 

Campaign Archiving. Approximately 16% of the 573 campaigns currently held in the
UNAVCO Archive received NASA funding at the data collection stage. During FY2005, one
campaign with NASA support added to the Archive (Oregon Coast 2005, D. Schmidt, PI). When
data are requested, RINEX is created (if raw files were archived) and provided to the requestor.
Some campaign data is distributed via web pages with links allowing the user to pick up the data
from the anonymous ftp campaign pickup area. 

Permanent Station Archiving. Data from 65 permanent stations supported by NASA funding
arrive at UNAVCO via LDM-IDD, scp, ftp pull, and ftp-push on an hourly or daily basis (for
most sites) for archiving. In addition, 40 stations of the set of GGN stations for which UNAVCO
provides a backup data flow path are now picked up on an hourly or daily basis and archived.
This facilitates highest quality maintenance of metadata within UNAVCO databases, which
reinforces the maintenance role played by UNAVCO. Automated data handling ensures that files
are archived within a few minutes of arrival. All data are RINEXed at the time of archiving and
made available in the anonymous ftp pickup area. Table B-1 shows NASA supported L1 and dual
frequency permanent station networks  archived at UNAVCO. Of the 65 sites archived, 31 are
L1-only sites and 34 are dual frequency sites.

Table B-1 Status of NASA-Funded Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO

ID Network Name Number of
Stations

Station Name Institution Funding

G1891 Antarctica L1 2 operating
5 retired

BOMZ, MACG UNAVCO

G1369 Arenal 2 operating AROL, LOLA UCSC, 
U. Miami

NSF-EAR
NASA-SENH

G1594 Central Asia 9 operating
3 retired

CHUM, KAZA, KMTR, KRTV,
PODG, POL2, SELE, SUMK, TALA 

MIT NASA, NSF

G1934 Costa Rica 1 retired NASA-SENH
G1857 DIVE 2 operating SPW2,TPW2 Central Wash-

ington U.
NASA-SENH

G1888 DIVE L1 2 operating
2 retired

CCW1, NPW1 Central Wash-
ington U.

NASA-SENH

G2269 Galapagos 2 operating GV01, GV02 U. Idaho,
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR,
NASA

G2272 Galapagos L1 4 operating GV03,  GV04,  GV05, GV06 U. Idaho,
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR,
NASA
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G1895 GGN- UNAVCO 6  operating
3 retired

CHPI,  CORD, KUNM,  NISU,
SEY1, TEHN

JPL NASA

G1606 Greenland 1 operating KULU U. Colorado NASA/NOAA
G1826 Hawaii L1 9 operating

5 retired
HV04, HV05, HV06, HV08, HV09,
HV10, HV11, HV12, HV14 

UNAVCO NASA/SENH

G2212 Hayward Fault L1 4 operating BDAM, GRIZ, VOLM,  WLDC U. Calif.
Berkeley

NASA/SENH

G2302 Las Vegas 2 operating UNR1, UNR2 U. Nevada RenoNASA, NSF-EAR
G2124 Long Valley L1 8 retired NASA-SENH
G1596 Mediterranean 11 operating

3 retired
CRAO, HALY, IFRN, LAUG,
MERS, NAMA, NSSP, RABT,
SOLA, TETN, TUBI

MIT NASA, NASA-
SENH
NSF

G1495 Popocatapetl 3 retired NASA
G1893 Popocatapetl L1 5 retired U. Miami,

UNAM
NSF, NASA

G1828 Taal L1 10 operating
4 retired

TV01, TV03, TV05, TV07, TV08,
TV10, TV11, TV12, TV14, TV15

Indiana U. NSF-EAR, NASA/
SENH

Data Management Software Development and Data Formats. UNAVCO has developed a
binary GPS data exchange file and/or streaming format (BINEX; see website
http://binex.unavco.org) as a flexible, extensible, compact alternative to the ASCII RINEX file
format. BINEX is the future raw file format for PBO data and is now  or soon to be implemented
in certain Ashtech, Leica, Topcon, and Trimble GPS receivers.UNAVCO maintains a listserve
on BINEX for support of community BINEX developers and users.

UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GPS and Global Navigation Satellite
System [GLONASS]  Translation, Editing and Quality Checking) software package that is
extensively used by the GPS community and remains the foundation of data input and output for
the Facility Archive. TEQC is used nationally and internationally for major networks such as
SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN. During FY2005, a Leica 1200 MDB  format
translator was added and the BINEX translator was enhanced within TEQC. 

UNAVCO personnel are involved in planning for the release of  RINEX version 3.0 data format
needed to accommodate Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) modernization. GNSS
modernization, including GPS, GLONASS and Galileo systems are continually evolving. GPS
will soon add L2C, L5 (GPS third frequency), and G5 (GLONASS third frequency) signals as
part of GNSS modernization. L2C reading and writing capability are currently being added to
TEQC for handling certain Trimble formats.

B-4.0    Other Support
Support to the IGS Central Bureau. UNAVCO support to the IGS Central Bureau included
providing technical and logistical support for the various IGS CB responsibilities and functions
as defined in the IGS Terms of Reference, primarily for the day-to-day coordination of the
service. The IGS CB Web Mirror (igsws) maintenance includes installing Web server software,
operating system patches, and security fixes. The IGS CB web mirror keeps a daily backup of the
IGS CB Web site which consists of approximately 3 Gb of web pages, mail forums, and ftp files.
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This Web mirror has been implemented to provide a persistent IGS CB Web presence in the
event of a system failure at JPL. 
UNAVCO personnel also support the maintenance of UNAVCO’s TEQC (Translation, Editing
and Quality Check) software that is commonly used for data conditioning by most IGS
participants. UNAVCO personnel participate in discussions with the CB and/or the IGS
Infrastructure Committee on relevant topics such as equipment calibration, station operations,
and data formats, and maintain the capability to provide backup access to critical data and
product for the IGS. UNAVCO staff also attend and participate in IGS meetings, interface with
GPS manufactures on receiver and antenna issues, and assist the IGS CB in evaluating
organizational requirements and implementing new capabilities as necessary to effectively
manage the IGS. 

Support Software Development. Four major software packages continue to be supported.  The
primary package is TEQC, a tool for translating, editing, and quality checking GPS data.  TEQC
is now widely used by institutions and investigators around the world including JPL and CDDIS.
Embedded in TEQC is a UNAVCO-developed binary exchange (BINEX) format software which
is being promoted to make raw data streams more robust and compact. Also, the receiver offload
software packages EGADS/SHARC and the next generation, SCHEDG/SHARC, allowing for
control and download capabilities of Ashtech Z-XII3 and MicroZ receivers continues to be used.
And lastly, a new UNAVCO data offload program has been developed and deployed utilizing
Perl code and the SHARC program to automatically download data. It is designed to connect to
an Ashtech receiver (direct serial or phone connection), determine what files are on it, then
download and verify the files, and then delete the files from the receiver one at a time, if the
download was successful. The big advantage with this program over EGADS/SCHEDG is that it
downloads, writes to disk and deletes one file at a time where as EGADS/SCHEDG attempts to
download all the files at once from the receiver (keeping them in memory). Only if it successfully
downloads all the data files will it write the files to disk. This has caused numerous download
problems in the past when using EGADS/SCHEDG on less than perfect communication lines.
The new software package is intended to run under a cron job, so it can be executed once a day
or hourly as preferred.

L2C Experiment Support. UNAVCO is supporting JPL with logistical and equipment
configuration support for the upcoming “First demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the
Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)” experiment. Using existing NASA/JPL capabilities and the
existing GGN network distribution, six new L2C capable GPS receivers will be deployed in the
following months to existing GGN stations. L2C data will be integrated into the existing analysis
and evaluation capability at JPL. The initial demonstration period is set to last about nine months
starting this fall (the first Block II-RM L2C satellite launch is still pending at the time of this
report).
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Appendix C. Campaign Archiving - FY2005

ID PROJECT NAME PI FUNDING
G2593 American Samoa 2004 Workman Community
G2571 Antarctica Support 2003/2004 various NSF-OPP
G2542 Arenal Volcano 2003 Dixon/Schwartz NSF-EAR
G2452 Breidakamerkurjokull 2003 Waddington NSF-OPP
G2582 Columbia Glacier 2004 McNamara/Pfeffer NSF-OPP
G2597 Denali 2004 Freymueller NSF-EAR
G2649 Denali Earthquake High Rate GPS 2002 Larson NSF-EAR
G1976 Eastern Mediterranean – Armenia 2000 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2337 Eastern Mediterranean – Armenia 2002 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2337 Eastern Mediterranean – Azerbayzan 2002 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2629 Eastern Mediterranean 2004 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2636 Hanford 2002 Miller Community
G2296 Iceland 2002 Dixon NSF-EAR
G2614 India Shillong 2004 Bilham NSF-EAR
G2573 Irian Jaya 2004 McCaffrey NSF-EAR
G2591 Kuparuk 2004 Nelson NSF-OPP
G2416 Kuparuk 2003 Nelson NSF-OPP
G2348 Lebanon 2002 Barazangi Community
G2599 Longs Peak 2004 Johns Community
G2577 McCall 2004 Nolan NSF-OPP
G2607 Mississippi Delta 2003 Tornqvist NSF-EAR
G2575 Mississippi Delta 2004 Tornqvist NSF-EAR
G2489 Morocco 2002 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2616 Morocco 2004 Reilinger NSF-EAR
G2609 Nepal 2004 Bilham NSF-EAR
G2474 Nepal Khumbu 1999 Bilham NSF-EAR
G2612 Nepal Khumbu 2004 Bilham NSF-EAR
G2674 Oregon Coast 2005 Schmidt/Weldon NASA/USGS
G2584 Oregon/Washington 2004 McCaffrey/Sella NSF-EAR
G2658 Parkfield Earthquake High Rate 2004 Larson NSF-EAR
G2618 Parkfield Emergency Response 2004 DeMets/Tikoff NSF-EAR
G1145 Philippine Sea Plate 1991 (revisit) Beavan/Davis/Roecker NSF-EAR
G2605 Poas Volcano Gravity/RTK 2002 Fournier/Rymer Community
G2665 Pseudorange Bias Testing 2005 Larson NSF-EAR
G2632 RETREAT Italy 2004 Bennett NSF-EAR
G2663 San Simeon Earthquake High Rateate GPS

2004
Larson NSF-EAR

G2544 San Simeon Earthquake Response 2004 DeMets/Tikoff NSF-EAR
G2409 SILVVER 2003 Snelson USGS-NEHRP
G2427 Taku Glacier 2003 Motyka/Truffer NSF-OPP
G2627 Taku Glacier 2004 Motyka NSF-OPP
G2414 Toolik 2003 Barnes NSF-OPP
TOTAL 41 
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Appendix D. Permanent Station Data Archived at UNAVCO - 2005

Notes: Station names without dates do not have data in the archive yet. Retired stations show start and end dates in () after the
station name. 

ID Network Name Number of Stations Station Name (date of first
data in archive) 

Institution Funding

G2418 Akutan Volcano 4 operating AKGG (2003-10-01)
AKLV (2002-06-21)
AKMO (2002-06-21)
AKRB (2003-10-01)

Alaska Volcano
Observatory

USGS

G1617 Alaska 2 operating
1 replaced

AUGL (2000-09-16)
GRNR (1997-08-20)
ATWC (1998-10-29 to 2001-
06-04)

U. Alaska NSF-EAR-Geophysics

G2645 Andaman Islands 1 operating CARI (2005-01-20) CERI Community
G1891 Antarctica L1 2 operating

5 retired
BOMZ (2003-01-09)
MACG (2002-12-15)
ABBZ (2003-01-06 to 2003-
05-25)
CONZ (1999-12-15 to 2000-
06-05)
E1GP (2000-12-30 to 2002-
12-06)
HOOZ (1999-12-07 to 2002-
11-25)
NAUS (2000-12-30 to 2002-
12-06)

UNAVCO NSF Polar

G1983 Antarctica Erebus 6 operating
1 retired

CONZ (2000-12-21)
E1G2 (2003-01-01)
HOOZ (2003-01-01)
LEHG (2003-01-06)
NAUS (2003-01-01)
RAYG (2004-01-02)
ELHT (2003-01-21 to 2002-
11-04)

UNAVCO NSF Polar

G2625 Antarctica
Transantarctic
Mountains

2 operating FLM2 (2004-11-19)
FTP1 (2005-01-31)

G1369 Arenal  2 operating AROL (1995-05-07) 
LOLA (1995-05-04)

UCSC, 
U. Miami

NSF-EAR-Geophysics
9614687, 9615561
NASA-SENH

G2346 Bhutan 2 operating RBIT (2003-10-24)
TIMP (2002-05-21)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR

G1594 Central Asia 9 operating
3 retired

CHUM (1997-07-10)
KAZA (1997-10-13) 
KMTR (2000-10-15)
KRTV (2000-09-07)
PODG (1998-05-21)
POL2 (1995-05-25)
SELE (1997-05-08)
SUMK (1997-10-13) TALA
(1998-08-31)
KUMT (1997-06-23 to 2001-
05-30)
SHAS (1997-07-18 to  2000-
10-25)
TALG (1995-07-09 to 1999-
05-06)

MIT NSF-EAR-Continental
Dynamics
9614302, NSF- EAR-IF
9708618
NASA

G1934 Costa Rica 1 retired IRZU (1999-12-08 to 2003-
05-23)

NASA-SENH
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G2588 CORS 6 operating AST1 (2004-07-30)
BKR1 (2004-02-20)
LNC1 (2004-01-01)
MDR3 (2004-01-01)
MYT1 (2004-01-01)
PUB1 (2004-01-01)
PUB2 (2005-03-26)

NOAA

G2274 Cotopaxi L1 2 operating CX01 (2002-06-12)
CX02 (2002-06-12)

UNAVCO None

G1857 DIVE 2 operating SPW2 (1999-09-23)
TPW2 (2000-03-30)

Central Washington
U.

NASA-SENH

G1888 DIVE L1 2 operating
2 retired

CCW1 (2000-07-09)
NPW1 (2000-09-01)
SPW1 (1999-10-27 to 2002-
07-21))
TPW1 (2000-03-31 to 2003-
04-24)

Central Washington
U.

NASA-SENH

G2333 Denali Fault 10 operating
2 retired
5 to PBO (ATTC,
DH32, DRMC,
MENT, PAX2)

299C (2002-11-15)
ATTC (2003-08-24 to 2004-
07-11)
BEA2 (2003-01-12 to 2003-
07-08)
BITS (2003-10-05)
DH32 (2003-09-15 to 2004-
07-13)
DLTJ (2003-10-09)
DNLC (2002-11-16)
DRMC (2002-11-14 to 2004-
07-15)
FRIG (2002-11-09)
HIWC (2002-11-18)
HURC (2002-11-19)
JANL (2002-11-16)
LOGC (2002-11-07)
MENT (2002-11-11 to 2004-
07-12)
PAXC (2002-11-14 to 2003-
09-05)
PAX2 (2003-08-29 to 2004-
07-13)
SDOU (2003-09-10)

U. Alaska NSF

G1633 Ethiopia 2 retired ADD1 (1997-08-01)
REDG (1997-08-01)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-Geophysics 
9706356, NSF- ARI

G2269 Galapagos 2 operating GV01 (2002-05-27)
GV02 (2002-05-29)

U. Idaho,
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR-Geophysics-
004067,
NASA

G2272 Galapagos L1 4 operating GV03 (2002-05-28) GV04
(2002-05-30) GV05 (2002-
05-30) GV06 (2002-06-01)

U. Idaho,
UNAVCO

NSF-EAR-Geophysics-
004067,
NASA

3839



G1729 GGN Backup 40 operating
7 standby

AMC2 (1998-03-24)
AOA1 (1994-09-07)
AREQ (1994-02-01)
ASC1 (1996-04-20)
BOGT (1994-11-04)
BREW (2001-11-08)
CIC1 (1999-02-09)
CRO1 (1994-01-16)
DGAR (1996-03-11)
FAIR (1991-10-17)
GLPS (2003-01-06)
GODE (1993-04-07)
GUAM (1995-01-20)
HARV (1992-06-17)
HRAO (1996-09-05)
IISC (1995-10-01)
ISPA (2004-02-13)
JPLM (2005-01-01)
KELY (1995-07-23)
KOKB (1990-10-05)
KWJ1 (1996-03-05)
MBAR (2001-03-20)
MCM4 (1995-01-25)
MDO1 (1993-06-03)
MKEA (1996-08-08)
MSKU (2001-02-28)
NLIB (1993-03-05)
PIE1 (1992-10-23)
PIMO (1997-05-07)
QUIN (1992-09-06)
RBAY (2000-05-10)
SANT (1992-02-24)
SHAO (1995-01-20)
SIMO (2001-07-26)
SUTH (1997-12-05)
USN3 (2004-06-28)
USUD (1990-07-16)
XIAN (1996-05-20)
YKRO (1999-07-17)
ZAMB (2002-06-02)

JPL NASA

G1895
G1729

GGN- UNAVCO 6 operating
4 retired

CHPI (2001-04-17)
CORD (1999-07-28)
KUNM (1998-06-12)
NISU (2004-09-06)
SEY1 (1998-08-13)
TEHN (2004-10-01)
EISL (1999-07-05 to 2003-
11-04)
RIOP (1996-06-10 to 2001-
12-30)
GALA (1998-02-27 to 1999-
08-01)
INDI (1998-01-08 to
  1998-02-07)

JPL NASA

G1606 Greenland 1 operating KULU (1996-06-28) U. Colorado NASA/NOAA

3940



G1608 Guerrero Coast 3 operating 
7 retired

COYU (2003-03-24) CPDP
(2003-07-10
DOAR (2003-03-22)
ACAP (2003-01-01 to 2004-
06-15)
CAYA (1997-01-09 to 2004-
03-17)
IGUA (2001-01-01 to 2004-
05-02)
OAXA (2001-03-01 to 2002-
11-25)
PINO (2000-07-10 to 2004-
06-03)
YAIG (1999-02-18 to 2004-
03-04)
ZIHP (2000-12-12 to 2003-
12-16)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-Geophysics

G2005 GULFNET 16 operating
2 retired

1LSU (2003-04-23) 
1NSU (2004-01-16)
1ULM (2003-06-13) 
BVHS (2002-08-20)
COVG (2004-07-17)
HAMM ( 2001-02-12)
HOUM (2003-11-21)
HVHS (2004-01-29 to 2004-
07-08)
KJUN (2001-09-14)
LESV (2003-05-23)
LMCN (2003-04-24)
LSUA (2003-08-31)
LUMC (2001-05-29 to 2003-
06-13)
MCNE (2002-08-21)
OAKH (2004-04-06)
SHRV (2004-08-17)
SIHS (2003-06-11)
TALL (2004-01-16)

LSU, U. Miami NSF-EAR-Tectonics-
9725330

4041



G1824 Hawaii 25 operating
1 retired

ALEP (2004-07-15)
AHUP (1999-05-30)
AINP (2002-10-08)
BLBP (2004-02-08)
ELEP (2000-12-09)
GOPM (1999-05-30)
HALP (2000-02-14 to 2002-
04-30)
HALR (2003-02-01)
HOLE (1999-05-30)
KAEP (1999-05-30)
KFAP (2004-07-16)
KOSM (2000-02-13) 
KTPM (1999-05-30)
MANE (1999-05-30)
MLCC (2004-07-02)
MLPM (1999-05-30)
MLSP (2000-12-09)
MOKP (2000-12-09)
NUPM (1999-05-30)
PAT2 (2002-11-01)
STEP (2002-10-12)
TOUO (2004-07-10)
UWEV (1999-05-30)
WAOP (2000-02-14)
WAPM (2004-05-12)
YEEP (2004-08-19)

Stanford, U. HawaiiNSF-EAR-Geophysics,
USGS, NSF-ARI

G1826 Hawaii L1 9 operating
5 retired

HV04 (1999-07-04)
HV05 (1999-07-08)
HV08 (1999-07-08)
HV09 (1999-07-07)
HV10 (1999-07-07)
HV11 (1999-07-07)
HV12 (1999-07-05)
HV14 (2001-03-31)
HV01 (1999-07-10 to 2004-
12-22)
HV02 (1999-07-03 to 2004-
01-14)
HV03 (1999-07-09 to 2005-
01-21)
HV06 (1999-07-05 to 2005-
01-03)
HV07 (1999-07-08 to 2004-
01-05)

UNAVCO NASA/SENH

G2212 Hayward Fault L1 4 operating BDAM (2002-04-21)
GRIZ (2002-04-21)
VOLM (2002-04-21)
WLDC (2002-04-21)

U. Calif. Berkeley NASA/SENH

G2313 Indonesia 1 retired NABI (2002-03-01 to 2003-
11-01)

Rennsselaer NSF

G2621 INEEL 1 operating BCYI (2004-10-28) INEEL DOE

G1831 Jalisco 1 retired CRIP (1999-01-30 to 2000-
04-12)

U. Wisconson NSF-EAR-Geophysics-
9526419

G2302 Las Vegas 2 operating UNR1 (2002-10-10)
UNR2 (2003-04-30)

U. Nevada Reno NASA, NSF-EAR

4142



G2124 Long Valley L1 8 retired CAL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
KNL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
KRL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
LIL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
LTL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
06-05)
MGL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
MWL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)
RDL1 (1998-10-27 to 1999-
08-22)

NASA-SENH

G2656 Mauna Loa 9 operating ALAL (2005-03-22)
ANIP (2005-03-21)
KHKU (2005-03-23)
KNNE (2005-03-23)
MLES (2005-03-18)
MLRD (2005-03-21)
PIIK (2005-03-22)
PUKA (2005-03-17)
RADF (2005-03-25)

U. Hawaii NSF EAR 

G1596 Mediterranean 11 operating
3 retired 
2 sporadic dropoff

CRAO (2000-04-27)
HALY (2002-03-26)
IFRN (2001-07-20)
LAUG (2002-11-18)
MERS (2000-09-12)
NAMA (2002-04-01)
NSSP (1996-09-02)
RABT (2000-05-17)
SOLA (2004-03-05
TETN (2000-05-22 ) 
TUBI (2000-01-19)
PHLW (2000-08-23 to 2003-
01-13)
UDMC (2001-05-23 to 2003-
10-16)
DYR2 (2000-05-03 to 2002-
02-21) ret.
DYAR (1997-10-22 to
 1998-08-01) ret.
IAVH (1998-02-12 to
   1998-12-28) ret.

MIT NASA, NASA- SENH
NSF

G2403 Mid-America  11 operating CJTR (1999-09-15)
CVMS (2000-06-22)
HCES (2000-08-17)
MACC (1999-10-13)
MAIR (2000-02-26)
MCTY (2000-04-21)
NWCC (2000-07-11)
PIGT (2000-02-26)
PTGV (1999-03-11)
RLAP (1997-10-15)
STLE (2000-04-27)

U. Memphis NSF-EEC-ERC

4243



G1394 Montserrat  5 retired HARR (1995-10-06 to 1997-
06-09)
HERM  (1996-08-08 to
1999-09-19)
MVO1 (1998-02-20 to 1999-
10-18)
REID (1996-08-09 to 1999-
09-10)
WTYD (1996-11-18 to 1999-
10-18)
BGPK 
SOUF
SPRI

U. Puerto Rico NASA-TCESS,
NASA-SENH,
NSF-HRD- MRCE-
9353549, NSF-ARI

G2586 Mt. Spurr 3 operating SPBG (2004-09-09) SPCG
(2004-09-09)
SPCR (2004-09-09) 

U. Alaska USGS

G2298 Mt. Washington 1 operating MTWO (2002-09-18) U. Colorado Community
G1604 Nepal 7 retired BIRP (1996-12-09 to 2001-

10-24) 
NAGA (1995-11-24 to 2001-
11-14)
NAMC (1996-11-29 to 1997-
10-05)
NEPA (1996-11-04 to
  1998-06-17) 
NEPJ (1998-06-17 to 2000-
12-03)
SIMP (1997-02-25 to 2000-
09-12)
SKOT (1996-11-11 to 2000-
12-06)

U. Colorado NSF-EAR-Geophysics-
9727652, NSF-EAR-
Geophysics-9725563,
NSF-ARI

G2623 Northwest Mexico 2 operating USMX (2004-06-12)
YESX (2004-06-13)

U. Arizona Community

G2342 Okmok Volcano 4 operating OKCD (2002-07-27)
OKCE (2002-08-03)
OKFG (2002-08-04)
OKSO (2004-09-01)

U. Alaska USGS

G2535 Oaxaca 2 operating OXLP (2002-06-29)
OXMC (2002-10-01)

U. Wisc. NSF-EAR

G1682 PANGA 1 operating LINH (2004-01-02) Central Washington
U.

NSF-EAR

G1677 Philippines 3 operating
1 retired

KAYT (1998-06-06)
TGYT (2001-03-12)
TVST (1998-06-05)
PINT (1998-06-05 to 1999-
12-10)

Indiana U. EAR-Petrology &
Geochemistry- 9726024

G1495 Popocatapetl 0 operating
3 retired

POPN (1996-05-29 to 2004-
09-04)
POSW (1996-04-25 to 2003-
07-02)
UIGF (1996-05-13 - 1997-
08-01)

NASA

G1893 Popocatapetl L1 0 operating
5 retired

PP01 (1999-04-21 to 1999-
11-25)
PP02 (1999-05-07 to 2003-
09-09)
PP03 (1999-04-20 to 2001-
12-24)
PP04 (1999-04-21 to 2004-
05-26)
PP05 (1999-05-26 to 1999-
05-29)

U. Miami, UNAM NSF, NASA

4344



G1941 Puerto Rico 1 retired GEOL (1996-09-15 to 1999-
10-21)

U. Puerto Rico NSF

G1886 SAGE New
Zealand

14  operating
1 retired

BNET (2005-02-15)
CNCL (2000-02-03)
HORN (2002-11-20)
KARA (2000-02-01)
LEOC (2000-11-02 to 2003-
12-15)
MAKA (2000-02-02)
MCKE (2004-03-03)
MTJO (2000-08-15)
NETT (2000-02-07)
PILK (2000-11-03)
QUAR (2000-01-31)
QUAT (2004-06-08)
REDD (2000-02-03)
VEXA (2000-02-02)
WAKA (2000-11-02)

MIT NSF

G1992 SCIGN-USGS 1 operating GUAX (2001-05-17) USGS
G2641 Socorro 1 operating CARB (2005-01-25) New Mexico Tech. NSF-OPP
G1734 Southern Basin and

Range
27 operating ALAM (1999-06-13)

APEX (1999-03-27)
ARGU (1999-03-23)
BEAT (1999-01-20)
BULL (1999-03-23)
BUST (1999-03-12) 
CHLO (1999-08-06) 
CRAT  (1999-03-23)
DYER (1999-05-29) 
 GABB (1999-03-23)
JOHN (1999-04-05)
LIND (1999-09-22)
LITT (1999-01-27)
MERC (1999-03-28)
MONI (1999-03-16)
PERL (1999-03-23)
POIN (1999-04-05)
RAIL (1999-05-29) 
RELA (1999-03-23)
REPO (1999-03-23)
ROGE (1999-03-30) 
RYAN (1999-03-23)
SKUL  (1999-03-23)
SMYC  (1999-03-23)
STRI  (1999-03-23)
TATE (1999-03-23)
TIVA (1999-03-23)

Caltech, 
Harvard, SAO

DOE

4445



G2555 SuomiNet-A 31 operating
3 retired

NAM4 (2004-07-19 to 2004-
12-16)
SA00 (2004-05-26)
SA01 (2004-05-26)
SA02 (2004-09-01)
SA03 (2004-05-26)
SA04 (2004-06-15)
SA05 (2004-05-26)
SA06 (2004-05-26)
SA07 (2004-05-26)
SA08 (2004-05-26)
SA09 (2004-05-26)
SA10 (2002-01-30)
SA11 (2004-05-26)
SA12 (2002-09-10 to 2004-
12-16)
SA15 (2004-05-26)
SA17 (2002-05-29)
SA18 (2004-05-26)
SA19 (2004-05-26)
SA20 (2004-05-26)
SA22 (2004-05-26)
SA23 (2002-09-09)
SA24 (2004-05-26)
SA25 (2004-05-26)
SA26 (2003-08-29)
SA27 (2003-06-27)
SA28 (2004-06-15 to 2004-
06-15)
SA29 (2003-09-26)
SA30 (2003-03-13)
SA31 (2004-05-26)
SA33 (2004-06-18)
SA34 (2004-06-15)
SA37 (2004-11-24)
SA43 (2004-12-16)
SA46 (2005-05-23)

Various NSF-ATM

G2003 SuomiNet-C 2 operating SC01 (2001-09-03)
SC04 (2003-06-14)

Various NSF

4546



G2069 SuomiNet-G 33 operating
3 retired

SG00 (2002-10-04)
SG01 (2001-06-24)
SG02 (2001-12-10)
SG03 (2002-01-31)
SG04 (2001-09-11)
SG05 (2002-02-04)
SG06 (2002-08-02)
SG07 (2001-10-24)
SG08 (2001-09-19)
SG09 (2001-09-17)
SG10 (2001-09-19)
SG11 (2001-10-31)
SG12 (2001-10-31)
SG13 (2001-10-19)
SG14 (2001-10-26)
SG15 (2001-11-14)
SG16 (2001-11-14)
SG17 (2001-09-27 to 2002-
04-08)
SG18 (2001-10-11)
SG19 (2001-10-12)
SG20 (2001-09-26)
SG21 (2002-06-24)
SG22 (2002-04-12)
SG23 (2002-07-18 to 2002-
11-20)
SG24 (2002-04-12)
SG25 (2003-04-07)
SG26 (2003-01-10)
SG28 (2002-11-21)
SG29 (2003-03-18)
SG31 (2003-10-23)
SG32 (2003-03-14)
SG33 (2004-01-08)
SG34 (2003-06-19)
SG36 (2003-11-24)
SG72 (2002-11-22)

Various NSF-ATM

G1828 Taal L1 10 operating
4 retired

TV01 (1999-06-13)
TV03 (1999-06-13)
TV05 (1999-06-13)
TV07 (1999-12-14)
TV08 (1999-06-13)
TV10 (1999-06-13)
TV11 (1999-06-13)
TV12 (1999-06-13)
TV14 (2001-03-14)
TV15 (2001-03-14)
TV02 (1999-06-13 to 2003-
02-13)
TV04 (1999-06-13 to 1999-
07-14)
TV06 (1999-06-13 to 2003-
06-13)
TV13 (1999-12-12 to 2001-
03-14)

Indiana U. NSF-EAR, NASA/
SENH

G1459 UNAVCO 2 retired PAS1 (2001-11-13 to 2003-
10-01)
PLMM (1995-06-03 to 1997-
03-06)

UNAVCO NSF-IF, UNAVCO

G2131 University of
Colorado

1 retired NIS5 (2001-10-09 to 2003-
06-18)

U. Colorado Naval Research Labs

4647



G1547 Wasatch 4 operating
1 retired

HWUT (2004-10-07)
LMUT (1997-11-15)
NAIU (1997-10-15)
RBUT (1997-02-24) 
SUR1 (1997-02-24 
   to 1998-08-08)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-Continental
Dynamics- 9725431,
USGS
NSF-ARI

G1732 Yellowstone
Caldera

1 retired
6 to Nucleus

OFWY (1999-10-30 to 2003-
11-17)

U. Utah
USGS

NSF-EAR-Continental
Dynamics- 9725431,
USGS
NSF-ARI

G1705 Yellowstone
Hotspot

2 retired
7 to Nucleus

BLWY (1999-10-23 to 2003-
09-02)
HAMG (1998-10-30 to 2001-
11-04)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-Continental
Dynamics- 9725431,
USGS
NSF-ARI

G1617
G2069

Nucleus/AKDA 5 operating ATW2 (2000-10-27)
CLGO (1998-01-01) 
GRNX (2004-07-10) 
SELD (2000-10-24)
SG27 (2002-05-04)

U. Alaska NSF-EAR-IF

G2487 Nucleus/BARD 11 operating
1 pending

CHAB (2003-01-01)
HCRO
JNPR (2003-01-01)
MUSB (2003-01-01)
S300 (2003-01-01)
SLAC (2003-02-01)
SUTB (2003-01-01)
WINT (2003-01-01)
GR8V (2003-01-16)
MEE1 (2003-01-08)
MEE2 (2003-01-12)
QCYN (2003-01-20)

U. Wisc., U. Cal.
Berkeley

NSF-EAR-IF

G1479
G1729

Nucleus/
BARGEN

26 operating BAMO (2003-02-01)
CAST (1997-03-26) 
CEDA (1996-07-14) 
COON (1996-07-13)
ECHO (1999-05-29) 
EGAN (1997-03-25)
ELKO (1997-10-22) 
FERN (1999-05-29) 
FOOT (1997-03-25)
FRED (1999-05-29) GARL
(1996-07-21)
GOSH (1996-07-16)
HEBE (1996-07-12)
LEWI (1997-07-27)
MINE (1997-10-22)
NEWS (1997-10-30)
RUBY (1996-07-18)
SHIN (1996-07-24) 
SHOS (1999-03-23)
SLID (1997-07-24)
SMEL (1997-03-26)
SPIC (2003-02-07)
TOIY (2003-02-07)
TUNG (1996-07-20)
UPSA (1997-10-30)
TONO (1999-03-23)

Caltech, Harvard
SAO

NSF-EAR-IF
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G1547
G1705
G1732

Nucleus/EBRY 16 operating AHID (2000-07-02)
BBID (2002-08-25)
BLW2 (2003-09-02)
EOUT (1998-06-01)
GTRG (1999-06-29)
HLID (2000-05-03)
HVWY (2001-07-01)
LKWY (1996-10-13)
LTUT (2002-10-07)
MAWY (1999-02-27)
MPUT (2003-04-30)
NOMT (2000-05-02)
NRWY (2003-10-11)
OFW2 (2003-11-18)
TSWY (2001-06-08) 
WLWY (2001-07-01)

U. Utah NSF-EAR-IF

G1682 Nucleus/PANGA 26 operating BLYN (2001-06-12)
BURN (1998-08-03)
CABL (1997-08-17)
CHZZ (1999-10-13)
CORV(2004-01-09)
DDSN (2000-01-27)
GOBS (1997-08-26)
KELS (1997-10-09)
KTBW (2001-03-29)
LKCP (2001-03-17)
MDMT (2004-01-02)
NEAH (2004-02-01)
NEWP (2004-01-02)
PABH (2004-01-02)
PTSG (2001-10-27)
PUPU (2001-06-14)
REDM (2004-01-02)
SC00 (2001-03-31)
SC02 (2001-11-10)
SC03 (2003-02-20)
SEAT (2004-05-10)
SEDR (1997-10-06)
SHLD (1999-10-30)
TRND (1999-11-15)
TWHL (2001-03-23)

Central Washington
U., U. Washington

NSF-EAR-IF
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G2601 Nucleus/SCIGN 121 operating
3 pending

(all 2004-01-01)
AGMT, ANA1, AZU1,
BAR1, BBDM, BBRY,
BEMT, BEPK, BILL, BKAP,
BKMS, BMHL, BSRY,
BTDM, BVPP, CAND,
CARH, CAT1, CAT2,
CBHS, CCCC, CDMT,
CGDM,  CHMS, CIRX,
CNPP, COPR, CPBN,
CRBT, CRHS, CRRS,
CRU1, CSCI, CSST, CTDM,
CTMS, DSHS, DSSC,
ECCO, ECFS, EDPP,
EWPP, FGST, FMVT,
GLRS, GMPK, GMRC,
GNPS, HCMN, HNPS,
HOGS, HUNT, HVYS,
I40A, IID2, IMPS, ISLK,
IVCO, KBRC, LAND,
LAPC, LDES, LDSW,
LFRS, LNMT, LORS,
LOWS, MASW, MAT2,
MIDA, MIG1, MLFP,
MNMC, MPWD, NBPS,
NDAP, NHRG, OAES,
OPBL, OPCL, OPCP,
OPCX, OPRD,  ORES,
ORMT, OVLS, OZST,
PBPP, PHLB, PKRD,
POMM,  PPBF, PVRS,
RAMT, RCA2, RDMT,
RHCL, RNCH, RSTP,
RSVY, SBCC, SCIA, SDHL,
SFDM, SKYB, SLMS, SNI1,
SOMT, SPMS,  SRS1,
TBLP, THCP, TJRN, TOST,
USGC, USLO, VDCY,
VIMT, VNCO, VNCX,
VNDP, WGPP, WKPK,
WOMT

USGS, JPL,
SOPAC, USC

NSF EAR IF
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G2485 PBO 162 operating
700+ planned

(all since 2003-09-01)
AB07, AB37, AC27, AC38,
AC59, AC62, AC63, AC64,
AC65, AV01, AV02, AV03,
AV04, AV05, AV09, P015,
P020, P022, P026, P028,
P034, P035, P036, P037,
P038, P039, P040, P041,
P042, P044, P057, P066,
P067, P072, P086, P089,
P105, P114, P119, P121,
P122, P127, P158, P160,
P162, P164, P169, P170,
P171, P181, P190, P198,
P210, P213, P217, P218,
P222, P224, P225, P229,
P230, P240, P242, P249,
P256, P260, P261, P262,
P264, P266, P267, P268,
P270, P271, P278, P281,
P282, P283, P284, P287,
P295, P300, P301, P302,
P303, P304, P305, P314,
P315, P319, P360, P371,
P373, P376, P380, P401,
P406, P408, P409, P415,
P417, P420, P421, P423,
P428, P430, P432, P448,
P450, P451, P454, P470,
P472, P473, P474, P476,
P477, P478, P479, P480,
P482, P483, P484, P486,
P491, P494, P498, P500,
P501, P504, P506, P511,
P526, P530, P532, P539,
P541, P560, P562, P567,
P576, P577, P581, P584,
P586, P588, P589, P591,
P594, P600, P612, P623,
P680, P687, P690, P693,
P695, P696, P697, P698,
P699, P702

UNAVCO NSF EAR I&F
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